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APPLICATION 
 
1.  Complete the following sentences using the English as a guide: 
 
  (a)   laaw        caw b? 
    (Is she taller than you?) 
 
  (b)   hyan caw _____  _____ hyan laaw 
    (Your house is as pretty as his.) 
 
  (c)   laaw njaa      caw 
    (He walks faster than you do.) 
 
  (d)   lya ni       lya nan 
    (This story is more interesting than that one.) 
 

  (e)   laaw pen khon _____________caw  
    (He's as intelligent a person as you are.) 
 
  (f)   laaw khap lot _____________ phyan caw 

    (He drives faster than your friend.) 
 
  (g)   phaj phaj k b ___________ laaw 
    (Nobody is as evil (bad as he is.) 
 
  (h)   pym hua ni _____________ hua nan 
    (This book is as cheap as that one.) 
 
  (i)   maak-mua nuaj ni ___________ nuaj nan 
    (This mango is as big as that one.) 
 
  (j)   moo nuaj ni __________ nuaj nan 
    (This watch is more expensive than that one.) 
 
  (k)   haa-sp laan kiip ____________________ 
    (50,000,000 kip. That's very expensive.) 
 
  (l)   myy ni laaw khaaj ___________myy waan ni 
    (He is selling it cheaper today than yesterday.) 
 
  (m)   ___________________nan 
    (It's much more delicious than that.) 

 
 
 
 
 

____________________________ 
Answers:  1 (a) suu kwaa,  (b)  naam thaw kan kap,  (c)  waj kwaa,  

(d)  naa son-caj kwaa,  (e)  sa-laat thaw kan kap,  (f)  waj kwaa,   
(g)  sua th,  (h)  thyyk thaw kan kap,  (i)  njaj th kan kap,   

(j)  ph kwaa,  (k)  ph laaj,  (l)  thyyk kwaa,   
                     (m)  man sp laaj kwaa. 
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A.  Repeat each utterance after the instructor. 

 

B. Self-correcting shows you are making progress, which will lead to building your self-      

confidence.   

 

C.   Be sure you comprehend each utterance you make. 

 
 

Greeting Cycle 
 

M-1 

      (To be) well, comfortable       ¦½®¾¨ 

      (To be) good, well           ©ó 

 
 

      Hello! Hi!          ¦½®¾¨©ó 

 

 

M-2 

      (Question word)            ®ð? 

      You             À¥í¾,êÈ¾ 

 
 

     How are you?    ?    ¦½®¾¨©ó®ð? 

     How are you?    ?  À¥í¾¦½®¾¨©ó®ð? 
 

 

M-3 

      Thank you           ¢º®Ã¥ 

      I, me                ¢ûº¨ 

      And (what) how about?  ?     ...À©? 

      Family            £º®£ö¸ 

 
 

  Fine, thank you.      ¦½®¾¨©ó, ¢º®Ã¥. 

 

  I'm fine, thank you.  ¢ûº¨¦½®¾¨©ó, ¢º®Ã¥.  

  And you?     ?           À¥í¾À©? 

 

  And your family?   ?     £º®£ö¸À¥í¾À©? 
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M-4 

         To say goodbye      ì¾ 

         First, before       ¡Èº 

         To meet, find       ²Ó 

         Each other        ¡ñ 

         New, again        Ã¹ È́ 

         To invite; please      À§ó 

         To go          Ä¯ 

 
   

      Goodbye!            ì¾¡Èº! 

      See you again!     !  ²Ó¡ñÃ¹ È́! 

      Farewell! Take care!   !  À§óÄ¯©ó! 

 

 

 

C-1. 

  A.  Hello! [Hi, good morning, etc.]  A.  
  B.  Hello! [Hi, good morning, etc.]  B.  
 

C-2 

  A.  How are you?       A.  ? 

  B.  Fine, thank you, and you?   B.   ?
  A.  I'm fine, thank you.     A.  
 

C-3 

  A.  How are you?       A.  ? 

  B.  I'm fine, thank you.     B.   

    And you?          ? 

  A.  I'm fine, thank you.     A.  
 

C-4 

  A.  How's your family?     A.  ? 
B.  My family is fine.     B.    

   Thank you.           
 

C-5 

  A.  Goodbye.  See you again.   A. ! 
  B.  Farewell!  See you again.   B. !  
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NOTES 
 

1) A Lao sentence has two parts: a Subject and a Predicate. 
         

                              Subject      Predicate 
 

                                    
  "You                 are well, fine." 
 
 
2)  The Subject is a Noun Phrase.  A Noun Phrase is a (l) Noun plus modifiers, 

determiners, etc.  or (2) a Noun Substitute (pronoun, etc.). 
 
                               Noun Phrase 
 

                                  
                                 "you" 
 
 

3)  The Predicate is a Verb Phrase.  A Verb Phrase is a Verb (or Verbs) with optional 
preferable elements and post verbal complements. 
 
                               Verb Phrase 
  

                                 
 "(is/are) well, fine"  

                             
4)  The Subject (NP) precedes the Predicate (VP), thus a Sentence (S) can be written in 

this way: 
 
                               S ➙ NP + VP 
 
which means,  "A sentence consists of a Noun Phrase preceding a Verb Phrase". 
 

5)  A sentence can be changed into a question by the addition of a question word (Q), thus  
S + Q. 
 
                             NP   +   VP     +        Q 
 

                                                  
                             (you     [are] well       Question) 
 
                                "Are you well?" 
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APPLICATION 
 

1.  is probably the       of the sentence 
(a) predicate   (b) subject   (c) question word   (d) non of the these. 
 
(All answers are at the bottom of the page) 
 

2. In the sentence is  (a) subject   
(b) question word  (c) predicate  (d) none of these. 
 

3. In the sentence is  (a) the question word  (b) predicate  
(c) subject  (d) none of these. 

 
4. is  (a) a statement  (b) a question   

(c) a command  (d) none of these.  
 

5. is  (a) a question (b) a statement  
(c) a command  (d) none of these. 

6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 Answers:  1b,  2c,  3a,  4b,  5d 
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Cycle 1 
 

 

M-1 

    Pen       ¯¾¡¡¾ 

    Table    ʾ      Âª½ 

    Chair        ª„¤ºš 

    Book         ›̄´ 

    Paper         À¥É¼ 

 
  

    This is a pen.    ºïšÀÀ È́¯¾¡¡¾. 

    This is a table.  ʾ      ºïšÀÀ È́Âª½. 

    This is a chair.     ºïšÁ È́ª„¤ºš. 

    This is a book.       ºïšÁ È́ ›̄´. 

    This is paper.       ºïšÁ È́À¥É¼. 

 

 

M-2 

  What       ¹ ñ̈¤ 

  That       ̃ 

  Wall       ±¾ 

 

    

   What is this?   ?  ºïšÁ È́¹ ï̈¤? 

   What is that?   ?  ºï̃ÀÀ È́¹ ï̈¤? 

   That is a wall.      ºï̃ÀÀ È́±¾. 

 

 

 

C-1 

 A.  What is this?   A. ? 

 B.  This a pen.    B.  

 

C-2 

 A.  What is that?   A. ? 

 B.  That is a chair.   B.  

 

À •́º¦º Ä§À¡ðì šÁìÉ¸ êÈ¾ìº¤«¾´¦½®¾¨ï¡»¼êÈ¾À®…¤©õ!  À¢ô¾À¥í¾¦¾´¾©«¾´¦½®¾¨êÈ¾ 
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£õÄ©ÉìÈ¼Áì½«õ¡¦¼¤©ó®ð?   «É¾¹¾¡¸È¾ ñ̈¤®Ò£Èº¤©ó¡ðÃ¹ÉêÈ¾¥ö¤²¾À¢ö¾À¥í¾±ô¡¹ñ©À¸í¾ºó¡Á©È.  
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NOTES 
 
1)  The Verb phrase may consist of a Verb (V) with a Noun Phrase complement,  
  thus VP ➙ V + NP. 
 

           Verb  +  NP 
 

              
 
           "is     (a) pen" 
 

The following sentence is an example of the copula verb  followed by NP 
complement:  

 
         NP   +    V    +    NP 
 

               
 
         "This      is        f(a) pen." 
 

2) The NP is made up of a Noun  plus a determiner . 

 
3)  belongs to a special class of nouns that serve as substitutes for other nouns.  They 

are called "classifiers."    can be used as a substitute for any inanimate noun (pen, 
chair, etc.).  means "this" or "this one ". 
 

4)  ʾand other nouns like this (things that can be counted) have 
no number indication in Lao, so they may refer to one or more than one thing according 
to the construction they occur in. 

 

"what?" is a question word substitute.  It substitutes for all 
inanimate nouns and for  some other nouns in questions.  Observe the following 
example : 

 
NP  +   V (copula)   +   NP 

 

  Question:              
 
               (this     is        what) 
    

" What's this? " 
 

  Response:       ʾ 
 
            "This    is    (a) table." 
 

is in the same position in the sentence as the word it replaces.  (NOTE: This is 

not the case with English what. 
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What is this?  
This is a book.) 

 
5)  "be" is used to indicate the identification of things in the example given.  It has 

other uses, but is much more restricted in use than "be" in English. 
 
 
 

APPLICATION 
 
  In the sentence  
 

1.   is (a) predicate (b) subject (c) Noun Phrase complement (d) Verb Phrase. 
 

2.  is (a) Noun phrase (b) question (c) Verb (d) complement of the verb. 
 

3.  is  (a) Verb Phrase   (b) Noun Phrase complement of    (c) question 
(d) predicate. 

 
In the sentence  

 

4.  refers to (a) an animate noun (b) the Verb Phrase  (c) it is a noun. 
 

5.   is  (a) a copula verb (b) it is used to identify the subject  
(c) it is a noun phrase  (d) it is none of these. 

 

6.   is a classifier and refers to things, not people.  True or false? 
 

7.   (a) means "this"  (b) it is a Noun Phrase  (c) it is a determiner 
  (d) it precedes the classifier. 
 

8.  may mean  (a) "a chair"  (b) "chair"  (c) "the chair"  
(d) "chairs"  (f) any of these. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
Answers: 1b,  2c,  3b,  4c,  5a-b,  6true,  7a and c, 8f  
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Cycle-2 

 
M-1 

     I, me         ¢ûº¨ 

     You      À¥í¾, êÈ¾ 

     He, she     ì¾¸, À²•º 

     We (all)     ²¸¡À»ö¾ 

     We      ²¸¡¢ûº¨ 

     You (pl.)    ²¸¡À¥í¾ 

     They       À¢ö¾À¥í¾ 

 
 

 This is my pen.     ºïšÁ È́¯¾¡¡¾¢ûº¨. 

  

 This is your pen.     ºïšÁ È́¯¾¡¡¾À¥í¾. 

  

 This is his (her) pen.    ºïšÁ È́¯¾¡¡¾ì¾¸. 

  

 This is our pen.     ºïšÁ È́¯¾¡¡¾ 

                      ²¸¡À»ö¾. 

 

 This is our pen.       ºïšÁ È́¯¾¡¡¾ 

                  ²¸¡¢ûº¨. 

  

 This is your pen.       ºïšÁ È́¯¾¡¡¾  

                   ²¸¡À¥í¾. 

  

 This is their pen.       ºïšÀÀ È́¯¾¡¡¾ 

                    À¢ö¾À¥í¾. 
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M-2 

   Pencil       ¦ð©¿ 

   Chalk       ¦ð¢¾¸ 

   Hat          ¹´¸¡ 

   Raincoat       À¦œº±ô 

   Umbrella      £ñຮ ົ່ ມ 


   

 Whose pencil is this?  ?  ºïšÀÀ È́¦î©¿Ã°? 

 Whose chalk is this?   ? ºïšÀÀ È́¦î¢¾¸Ã°? 

 Whose hat is this?   ?    ºïšÀÀ È́¹´¸¡Ã°? 

 Whose raincoat is this?  ?  ºïšÀÀ È́À¦œº±ôÃ°?  

  Whose umbrella is this? ?  ºïšÀÀ È́£ï»‣´Ã°? 

 


C-1 

 A.  Whose pen is this?    A.  ? 

 B.  This is my pen.     B.   

 

C-2 

 A.  What is this?      A.  ? 

 B.  This is a hat.      B.   

 A.  Whose hat is this?    A.  ? 

 B.  This is his/her hat.    B.   
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Supplement to Cycle  2 


 

 Excuse me! !    ¢ðÂê©!   

 It does not matter! !  ®ÒÀ ñ̄¹ ñ̈¤! 

 Thank you.     ¢º®Ã¥. 

 You are welcome.   ®ÒÀ ñ̄¹ ñ̈¤. 

 

 

Äì¨½šÁ È́Äì¨½ê†êÈ¾¥½ªÉº¤¡¿¡ï®¿¡¾ºº¡¦¼¤¢º¤ï¡»¼µÈ¾¤Ã¡É§ð© ¡Èºê†À¢ô¾À¥í¾¥½À¡ñ© 

£¸¾´À£ñ¨§ð¡ï®¡¾À¸í¾¹ìó¡¾ºº¡¦¼¤ê†°ð©²¾©. 

 

 

C-1   

   A.  Excuse me!       A. ! 

   B.  It's O.K.        B.  
C-2 

   A.  Excuse me, what is this?  A. ? 

   B.  This is a pen.      B.  

   A.  Thank you.       A.  

   B.  You are welcome.    B.  

 

C-3 

   A.  Excuse me, is this your   A.   

     pen?           ?
   B.  No, it's your pen.     B.  

   A.  Thank you.       A.  

   B.  You are welcome.    B. 

¡¾ È̄º¨¯½ì½Àìñ¨ªÒ¡¾ºº¡¦¼¤¢º¤ï¡»¼Ã¢̃š ¥½À ï̄¡¾¦É¾¤ ï̄¹¾Ã¸ ÉÃ¹ÉÁ¡ÈêÈ¾Àº¤Ã²¾¨ 

¢É¾¤¹É¾.  ¦½̃ "µÈ¾À¦ï¼¹ É̈¾ ô̄¡¢š¹´¾!"   ¥ô¤§Èº¨Á®¿ï¡»¼¢º¤êÈ¾µÈ¾¤Ã¡É§ð©. 
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NOTES 
 
1)  The NP may consist of N + NP in which the second noun or Noun substitute stands in 

the relationship of "possessor"1 to the main or "head" noun, as in this example: 
 

Noun  +   NP  (Possessor) 
 

              
 

           pen      I 
 

         "My pen" 
 
2)  "who, whose, whom" is a question word substitute.  It substitutes only for animate 

nouns and noun substitutes in questions. 
  
         Noun  +  NP  (Possessor) 

 

           
 

         pen      he 
 

           "His pen"  
 

 
             

 
         pen       who 

 
           "Whose pen" 
 

occupies the same position in the sentence as the noun it substitutes for. 
 
3)  Since the form of the pronoun does not change in Lao (like English I "me" "my" mine, 

etc.) its structural relationship is determined by the kind of construction it is in, thus: 
 
   

                                                           

1 The term 'possessor' implies a varied set of structural and semantic relationships besides simple ownership 
in Lao just as it does in English. 
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(a)As subject of a sentence 
 

         
 

         I    am fine. 
 

(b) As  "possessor" after the "head" noun 
 

          
 

         pen     my 
 

         "my pen" 
 
4)  Although sex distinctions are not indicated in the Lao pronoun, number distinctions are: 
 
       Singular       Plural 
 
       "I"      "we"  

 "we" 
 

        "you"      "you  (plural) " 
 

       "he, she"      "they" 
 

Both and mean "we".is used when the 

speaker  wishes to include the hearer in his reference. is used when he 
does not wish  to include the hearer.  

 
None of these pronouns may be used to refer to inanimate object objects, thus 
does not mean "it" and does not refer to "they" for objects. 
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APPLICATION 
 
1. In the NP can be translated as (a) you, (b) yours,  

(c) your,  (d) none of these. 
 
2.   In the  NP   means  (a) they,  (b) their   (c) theirs,  
  (d) none of these. 
 
3.   In the   NP  means  (a) him,  (b) her,  (c) she,   (d) his,  (e) all of 

these (if) non of these. 
 
4.   In the   NP    means  (a) I,  (b) my,  (c) me,  (d) mine. 
 
5.   In the   NP ʾmeans  (a) one male person, (b) more 

than one person,  (c) one female person. 
 
6.   In the   NP (a) is a question word,  (b) means "what?",   (c) 

means "whose",  (d) has no meaning. 
 
7.   means  (a) my pen,  (b) your pen,  (c) his pen,  (d) it has no meaning.  
 
8.   Translate the following NP into English : (a) 
(b) (c) (d) (e)  

(f) (g) (h) ʾ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
          
Answers: 1c,  2b,  3b and d,  4b,  5b,  6a, and c,  7d,  8 (a) whose pencil,  (b) his/her hat,  

(c) your (sg.) chair,  (d) my paper,  (e) their book(s),  (f) your (pl.) pen,  (g) 
whose rain coat, 
(h) our table.  
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Cycle 3 
 
M-1  
      Office building       Â»¤¡¾ 

      Office          ¹ûº¤¡¾ 

      School         Â»¤»¼ 

      Hospital         Â»¤¹ ð́ 

      Post office        Â»¤¦¾¨ 
 
 

 Is this an office building? ? šÀÀ È́Â»¤¡¾®î? 

 Is this an office?    ? šÀÀ È́¹ûº¤¡¾®î? 

 Is this a school?     ? šÀÀ È́Â»¤»¼®î? 

 Is this a hospital?    ?  šÀÀ È́Â»¤¹ î́®î? 

 Is this a post office?   ? šÀÀ È́Â»¤¦¾¨®î? 
 

 
M-2 
     Market           ªì¾© (ª½¹ì¾©) 

     Hotel           Â»¤ÀÀ»´ 

     Restaurant       »û¾º¾¹¾ 

     Police station      ¡ö´ª¿¹ì¸©  

Embassy      ສະຖາຘທູ 
 

 Yes, this is a market.     ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, šÀÀ È́ªì¾©.   
                   (ª½¹ì¾©) 

    

 Yes, this is a hotel.      ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, šÀÀ È́ 

                  Â»¤ÀÀ»´. 
 

 Yes, this is a restaurant.    ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, šÀÀ È́»û¾ 

                º¾¹¾. 
 

 Yes, this is the police     ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, šÀÀ È́¡ô´  

 station.             ª¿¹ì¸©. 
 

 Yes, this is the military base  Á È́Áìû¸, šÁ È́£û¾¨ 

         ê½¹¾. 
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C-1 
   A.   Is this a hotel?    A.? 

B.   Yes, this is a hotel.    B.  
 

¥ô¤Ã¹Éï¡»¼¢º¤êÈ¾§š ó́Ã¦È¦…¤¢º¤ªÈ¾¤Å ÁìÉ¸«¾´Áì½ªº®¡ï 

 
 
C-2 
   A. Is this your book?   A.? 
   B. Yes, this is my book.   B. 

 
 
 

Ãªºš¡îÀ§„©¼¸¡ï Ã¹Éï¡»¼«¾´Áì½ªº®¡ïÀ®…¤¸È¾ ¦…¤¢º¤ºïÃ©Á È́¢º¤°öÈÃ© 

 
 
C-3  

  A. Whose book is this?   A. ? 
      Is it yours?      ? 
   B.   Yes, this is my book.  B.     
                
 
š¡îÀ§„©¼¸¡ï¡ï® C -1 Áì½ C-2 ¡Èºê†êÈ¾¥½¦º®ô©»¼ªÒÄ¯ 

êÈ¾ìº¤²¨¾¨¾´¯½©ð©Àëœº¤Ã©‡¤¢›µÈ¾¤ ¦̃Å ÁìÉ¸Àì‣¾¦öÈï¡»¼³ï¤ Â©¨º¾¦ï¨£¿¦ï®ê†»¼´¾ÁªÈªí 

ÁìÉ¸¡î¦ï¤À¡©À®…¤¸È¾ï¡»¼À¢í¾Ã¥Ä©É©ñ¹ìó®Ò 

 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  One type of Noun Compound is composed of Noun + Noun, in which the second noun 

stands in a "modifier" relationship to the first or head noun. The following are examples: 
 
         Noun +   Noun ("Modifier") 

 
      1)      

 
         shop    food 

 
          "restaurant" 
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      2)      

 
         building   medical doctor 

 
           "hospital" 
 
      3)       

 
         camp      military persons 

 
           "camp, fort" 
 
      4)        

 
         clothing   rain 

 
           "raincoat" 
 

Another type of Noun Compound is made up of Noun + Verb and is similar to a Sentence : 
 
         Noun  +  Verb 

 
      1)        

 
         stick     black 

 
           "pencil" 
 
      2)        

 
         rod      shade 

 
           "umbrella" 
 
2)  means "here, this, this one" when it occurs alone.  It may also occur after the 

classifier as a determiner, as in "this, this one". 
 
3)  Observe the relationship between a question with and its affirmative 

response: 
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Question:  NP +  +  NP   +    
 

             
 
  Affirmative  

Response:             
 

Both the Subject NP and the Complement NP are usually absent in the response; 
however, the response may contain a complete confirmation after the 
response, as follows: 

 

  Question:   ? 
  Response:    

 
 

APPLICATION 
 

1)  In the Noun Compound is  (a) the head noun,  
(b) the modifier of (c) the classifier,  (d) none of these. 

 

2)  In the Noun Compound  is (a) the head noun,  (b) the 
modifier,  (c) a question word,  (d) none of these. 

 
3)  In the Noun Compound is  (a) a Noun, (b) a verb (c) VP, (d) none 

of these. 
 
4)  is  (a) a NP,  (b) VP,  (c) S,  (d) Noun Compound,  

(e) none of these,  (f) all of these. 
 
5)  means (a) black stick,  (b) pencil,  (c) pen,  (d) it is meaningless.  
 
6)  "Fort" is translated into Lao, as  (a)  

(b)  (c) (d) 
(e)  
 

7)  "Raincoat" is translated into Lao as  (a) (b) , 

(c) (d) (e)  
 
 
 
 
 
         
Answers:  1a,  2b,  3b,  4a and d,  5d,  6b,  7c 
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8)  A correct response to the question  is  
(a) (b) (c)  (d) (e) 

  (f)  
 
9)  If you wanted to find out if something was a book, what would you say? 
  
10)  If you wanted to find out if a certain umbrella belonged to a particular person, what 

would you say? 
 

 
Cycle 4 

 
M -1 

     Garage         ຮາ້ຘແບງລົ 

     Court                 ¦¾ 

     Post office        Â»¤¡¾Ä¯¦½ó 

     Church                 Â®© 

     Zoo               ¦¸¦ñ© 

 
 

 They are going to the garage.      À¢ö¾À¥í¾¦òÄ¯ºøÈ¦ûº´ëö©. 

              


 They are going to court.     À¢ö¾À¥í¾¦òÄ¯¦¾. 

 

 They are going to the post       À¢ö¾À¥í¾¦òÄ¯Â»¤¡¾ 

  office.          Ä¯¦½ó. 

  

 They are going to church.     À¢ö¾À¥í¾¦òÄ¯Â®©. 

 

 They are going to the zoo.       À¢ö¾À¥í¾¦òÄ¯¦¸¦ñ©.
                    
 

 
 
 
 
            

Answers:  8c, d, f,  9() ,  10() 
(or) ()  
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M -2 

    The children        À©ñ¡ûº¨ 

    The monks        £ø®¾ 

    The athletes       ñ¡¡óì¾ 

    The beauty queen      ¾¤¤¾´ 

    Custom officers     ¾¨²¾¦ó 

 



 Where are the children going?  ?   À©ñ¡ûº¨¦òÄ¯Ã¦? 

 Where are the monks going?   ?   £ø®¾¦òÄ¯Ã¦?   

 Where are the athletes going?  ? ñ¡¡óì¾¦òÄ¯Ã¦? 

 Where is the beauty queen   ?  ¾¤¤¾´¦òÄ¯Ã¦? 
 going? 
 Where are the custom officers  ?¾¨²¾¦ó¦òÄ¯Ã¦? 

 going? 
 


M-3 
Theater      Â»¤§óÀ  (Â»¤¦¾¨»ø®À¤ö¾) 

Temple                   ¸ñ©  

Shoe store           »û¾¢¾¨À¡ó®  

Beauty-parlor           »û¾À¦ó´¦¸¨ 

Custom house         Â»¤¡¾²¾¦ó 

Printing office             Â»¤²ò´ 

 
 

 Are you going to the theater?    À¥í¾¦òÄ¯Â»¤§óÀ®ð? 
           ?       
 

 Are you going to the temple?  ?    À¥í¾¦òÄ¯¸ñ©®ð? 
 

 Are you going to the shoe      À¥í¾¦òÄ¯»û¾¢¾¨ 

 store?         ?         À¡ó®®ð? 

 

 Are you going to the beauty      À¥í¾¦òÄ¯»û¾À¦ó´ 

 parlor?        ?         ¦¸¨®ð? 

to be continued... 
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M-3 Continued 
 
 

 Are you going to the       À¥í¾¦òÄ¯Â»¤¡¾ 

 custom house?    ?        ²¾¦ó®ð? 
 
 Are you going to the      À¥í¾¦òÄ¯Â»¤²ò´®ð? 
 printing office?    ?       
 

 
 
M-4 

      To go           Ä¯ 

      Not going         ®ÒÄ¯ 

 
   
    Yes, I'm going.           Ä¯ 

    No, I am not going.       ®ÒÄ¯. 
 
 
C-1 
   

A.  Are you going to the shoe   A.  
    store?            ? 

B.  Yes. I am going to the shoe   B.   
store.             

 
C-2 
   

A.  Are you going to the custom  A.  
house?           ? 

B.  No, I'm not going.      B.   
 
C-3 
   

A.  Where is he going?     A. ? 
B.  He is going to school.     B.    

 
 
µÈ¾Ã¹É£¿Ã¹ È́º•ºñ¡ ÁªÈ²¨¾¨¾´Ã¹Éï¡»¼À¸í¾¯½Â¹¨¡ê†¡¿ìï¤»¼µöÈšÃ¹É£Èº¤ 
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C-4 
 

A.  Are you going to the   A. ? 
   post office? 
 

B.   Yes, I'm going to the   B.  
post office.         

 
 

µÈ¾ìó´¸È¾ À •́ºï¡»¼À¸í¾¹ ï̈¤ ¥ô¤Ã¹ÉÁÈÃ¥¸È¾ À¢ö¾À¥í¾À¸í¾©É¸¨£¸¾´À¢í¾Ã¥. 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  Verbs of motion frequently have locative (place word) complements. 
 
      NP   +    pre-V  +  V (motion )   +  Loc 
 
                
 
      they     will     go 
            are    going       (to the) market 
 

No relational word is necessary between the verb of motion and the place expression. 
 
2)  "where" is a question word that stands in a substitute relationship with locatives: 
 
  Question :  ?   "Where are you going?" 
 

  Response:   "I'm going to the market." 
 
  is a pre-verb used to indicate incomplete action here.  
 
3)  is an acceptable affirmative response to any question with as the 

question word. 
 
   Question:     Are you going to  
        ?           Post office? 
 
  Affirmative 
  Response :   si    Yes, (I'm going to the 
                Post Office). 
 

The confirmation part of the response is optional, although fairly common. 
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APPLICATION 
 
 

1)  In the sentence   the action  (a) has already taken place  (b) 
will take place in the future (c) taken place regularly (d) is taking place at present (e) it's 
impossible to tell when the action takes place. 

 
2)  In the sentence is (a) NP,  

(b) VP, (c) locative (d) all of these.  
 
3)  In the sentence above,    is  (a) a pre-verb + V,  (b) NP,  

(c) VP,  (d) the predicate. 
 
5) Which of the following is a possible response to the question ? :   

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(e)  

 
5)  Which of the following is a correct response to the question 

  (a)  (b) 
(c) (d) 
(f)  (g) All except (b) are possible answers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
            
  Answers: 1b and d,  2a and c,  3a,  4a,  5g 
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Cycle 5 
 
M-1 
 

 
 You are going to school,    À¥í¾¦òÄ¯Â»¤»¼,
 aren't you?       ?       Á È́®ð? 
 
 This is a pen, isn't it?     ºïšÀÀ È́¯¾¡¡¾,    

             ?       ÀÀ È́®ð? 
 
    He is going to the         ì¾¸¦òÄ¯»û¾º¾¹¾, 

 restaurant, isn't he?    ?   ÀÀ È́®ð? 
 
 This is the police          šÀÀ È́¡ô´ª¿¹ì¸©, 

 station, isn't it?      ?  ÀÀ È́®ð?       
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M-2 
 
  
 No, he is not going to    ®ÒÀÀ È́,  ì¾¸¦ò®ÒÄ¯ 

 the hotel.  He is going  .     Â»¤ÀÀ»´.  ì¾¸¦òÄ¯    

  to the restaurant.          »û¾º¾¹¾.  
  
 No, this is not a book.   ®ÒÀÀ È́,  ºïš®ÒÀÀ È́  

 This is paper.     .     ›̄´.  ºïšÀÀ È́À¥É¼.

 No, I'm not going to the   ®ÒÀÀ È́,  ¢Éº¨¦ò®ÒÄ¯Â»¤¡¾. 
 office building.               
 I am going to the post     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯Â»¤¦¾¨. 
 office. 
 
 No, this is not the hotel.       ®ÒÀÀ È́, š®ÒÀÀ È́Â»¤ÀÀ»´.  
           
            
 This is the restaurant.     šÀÀ È́»û¾º¾¹¾.  
 
 
 
C-1 
 

A.  He is going to the restaurant  A.  
isn't he?          ?

B.  No, he is going to the hotel.   B. 
                
 

ÃÀ¸ì¾¦ºñ¡»¼ ¥ö¤²¨¾¨¾´À¸í¾©É¸¨£¸¾´Ä¸Á®®ê¿´½©¾ µÈ¾À¸í¾§É¾¥ö°ò©ê¿´½©¾.  

ñ¡»¼¥½ªÉº¤¹ï©³ï¤ Áì½À¢í¾Ã¥¡¾À¸í¾µÈ¾¤ê¿´½©¾ÁªÈ©»¸šÄ¯. 

 
 
C-2 
  

A.  This is a table, isn't it?      A.  ʾ? 
B.  No, this is a chair.       B.  
 
 
C-3 
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A.  This is an office, isn't it?    A.  ?
B.  No, this is not an office.     B.  
  This is a classroom.        
 

 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  can be attached to any statement (S + ).  The usual affirmative

 response is or with or without confirmatory statement. The usual 
negative response is plus a Statement of the actual facts. 

 

  Question:   
 
  Affirmative 
  Response:  


  Or     
 
  Negative 
  Response:   
 
 

 
APPLICATION 

 
1)  Which of the following responses is a correct negative response to  

?(a)  (b)
(c)(d)(e)
 

 
2) Which of these sentences is correct 

(a) 
  (b)

(c) 
  (d) 
 
 
 
          
Answers:  1 a and b,  2 b
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3.  Which of these sentences is correct  
(a)  
(b)
(c)

  (d)
 
4.  Disagree with this statement:  
 
5.  Disagree with this sentence:  
 
6.  Translate the following sentences into English  

(a)   
(b)
(c)?
(d)?
(e) 
(f) ?
(g) 

  (h)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
Answers:  3 b,  

4  
5 
6 (a)  They are going to the office.  (b)  I'm not going to the market.  (c)  You're 

going to the restaurant, aren't you?  (d)  You're not going to the Police 
Station, are you?  (e)  He/she is going to the military post.  (f)  Where are 
you going?  (g)  We are not going to the hospital.  (h)  You're going to the 
hotel, aren't you?  
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CYCLE- 6 
 
M-1 

   Souksomboun       ¦÷¡¦ö´®ø 

      Manivone         ´½ó¸º 

      She               ì¾¸ 

      This person       £ô°öÈš  

My teacher       ¾¨£ø¢ûº¨ 
 
 
 His name is Souksomboun  ì¾¸§•¦õ¡¦ô´®ö. 
 
 Her name is Manivone.     ì¾¸§•´½ñ¸º. 
 
 Her name is Manisone.     ì¾¸§•´½ñ¦º. 
 
 This person's name is       £ô°öÈš§•´½ñ¦º. 
 Manisone.           
 
 My teacher's name is        ¾¨£ö¢ûº¨§• 

 Manisone.               ´½ó¦º. 
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M-2 
 

You                    À¥í¾ 

This student           ï¡»¼°öÈš 

This service-man         ê½¹¾°öÈš 

That police-man          ª¿¹ì¸©°öÈ̃   

That business person     ï¡êõì½¡ð©°öÈ̃ 

That government employee  ²½ï¡¤¾ìï©°öÈ̃ 

 

 

 What's you name?     ?      À¥í¾§•¹ ï̈¤? 

 
 What's this student's      ñ¡»¼°öÈš§•¹ ï̈¤? 
 name?        ?      
  
 What's this serviceman's     ê½¹¾°öÈš§•¹ ï̈¤? 
 name?        ?       
 
 What's that policeman's      ª¿¹ì¸©°öÈ̃§•¹ ï̈¤? 
 name?        ?       
 
 What's that business       ï¡êõì½¡ð©°öÈ̃ 

 person's name?      ?      §•¹ ï̈¤? 
                 
 What's that government     ²½ï¡¤¾ìï©°öÈ̃ 

 employee's name?     ?      §•¹ ï̈¤?  
 
 
 
C-1 
  A.  What's your name?        A.  ? 
  B.  My name is.......         B.   
 
C-2 
 

A.  Your student's name is...isn't it?   A.  
? 

B.  No, my student's name is...     B.   
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NOTES 
 
 

1)  The verb "to be named" requires an animate noun (or noun substitute) as a 
subject and a personal name as complement: 

 
       NP +     +     NP 
 
                
 
       "She    is named    Manivone." 
 

A further restriction in this type of sentence is that the name must be appropriate (in 
terms of sex) to the subject.  Manivone is a female name; Souksomboun is a male 
name. 

 
The Noun Complement of may be replaced by in question: 

 
  Question:     "What's your name?" 
 
  Response:   "My name's Khamdaeng." 
 
2)  Since Lao nouns are not marked for number or for the definite, indefinite category, the 

 Noun Phrase is marked only if it contains a Classifier Phrase.  If it contains Classifier + 

Determiner, it is marked as definite (not generic).  Compare the marked and unmarked 
 examples below:  

 
  Generic:        " (a) soldier", "soldiers" 
 
  Definite:   "This soldier" 
 

is a classifier for human nouns.  It is used only in the singular. 

  is a determiner. It refers to something near the speaker.
is one type of classifier phrase.   

 is also a determiner.  It refers to something not near the speaker. 
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APPLICATION 
 
 
1)  A possible answer to the question :  is

(a)(b)
(c)(d) 

 
2)  Which of the following sentences is correct Lao? (a)

(b)(c)ʾ 
  (d)(e) 
 
3) Translate the following NP into English: (a)(b)

(c)(d)
(e)(f). 

 
4)  Match the questions with correct answers: 
  (a)?      (a) 

(b) Peter?   (b) 
(c)  ʾ?    (c) 

  (d) ?      (d) ʾ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             
Answers: 1. c,  2. a,  3. (a) This student,  (b) This serviceman,  (c) That government 

employee,  (d) That policeman,  (e) This person,  (f) That teacher.  4. a / c,  b / 
a,  c / d,  d / b  
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Cycle 7 
 

M- 1 
        To be tall, high      ¦ø¤ 

        To be pretty       ¤¾´ 

        To be fat        ª÷û¨ 

        To be skinny       ¥Èº¨ 

        To be short, low      ªÒ¾     

        To be good       ©ó 



    Is he tall?    ?   ì¾¸¦ø¤®ð? 

    Is she pretty?  ?   ì¾¸¤¾´®ð? 

    Is he fat?    ?   ì¾¸ª÷û¨®ð? 

    Is he skinny?   ?   ì¾¸¥Èº¨®ð? 

    Is he short?   ?   ì¾¸ªÒ¾®ð? 

    Is he good?   ?   ì¾¸©ó®ð? 
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M-2 
      To be good          ©ó 

      To be kind         Ã¥©ó 

      To be bad           §‣¸ 

      To be courageous      ¡û¾¹¾ 

      To be studious        ©õ¹ „́ 

      To be intelligent       ¦½¹ì¾©,  ¦ì¾© 


 
  He is a good person,     ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö©ó, Á È́®ð? 

   isn't he?      ?     
 
  He is a kind person,    ì¾¸À ñ̄£öÃ¥©ó, ÀÀ È́®ð? 
  isn't he?      ?    
 
  He is a bad person,   ì¾¸À ï̄£ô§‣¸, ÀÀ È́®î?  
   isn't he?      ?       
 
  He is a courageous   ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö¡û¾¹¾,  

     person, isn't he?   ?        ÀÀ È́®ð? 
 
  He is a studious      ì¾¸À ï̄£ô©õ¹ „́,  

  person, isn't he?   ?        ÀÀ È́®ð? 
 
  He is an intelligent     ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö¦ì¾©.  

  person, isn't he?   ?         ÀÀ È́®ð? 
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M-3 
     To be strong        ÀÀ¢¤ÀÀ»¤ 

     To be weak          ºÈºÀÀº 

     To be softhearted       Ã¥ºÈº 

     To be hardhearted      Ã¥ÀÀ¢¤ 

     To be lazy         ¢š£û¾ 

 
 
 He is a very strong      ì¾¸À ñ̄£öÀÀ¢¤ÀÀ»¤ 

 person.                    ¹ì¾¨. 
                 
 He is a very weak         ì¾¸À ñ̄£öºÈºÀÀº 

 person.                    ¹ì¾¨. 
                 
 He is a very softhearted      ì¾¸À ñ̄£öÃ¥ºÈº 

 person.                    ¹ì¾¨. 
                 
 He is a very hardhearted    ì¾¸À ñ̄£öÃ¥ÀÀ¢¤ 

 person.                    ¹ì¾¨. 
                 
 He is a very lazy       ì¾¸À ï̄£ô¢š£û¾ 

 person.                    ¹ì¾¨. 
 
 
C-1 
  A.  Is he tall?          A. ? 
  B.   Yes, he is.          B.    
 
C-2 
 
A.  He is a (studious) person, isn't he?   A. 
                   ? 
B.   Yes, he is a very (studious) person.  B.  
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Cycle 8 
 
M-1 
      To be polite          ¦÷²¾® 

      To be intelligent         ¦ì¾© 

      To be stupid            Â¤È 

      To be fat             ºû¸ 

      To be skinny            ¥Èº¨ 

      To be good            ©ó 

      To be tall, high           ¦ø¤ 

      To be short (height)         Àª̃¼ 

      To be short (height)         ªÒ¾ 
 
 
 This person is very polite.    £ô°öÈš¦õ²¾®¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very intelligent.  £ô°öÈš¦ì¾©¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very stupid.     £ô°öÈšÂ¤È¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very fat.       £ô°öÈšºû¸¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very skinny.     £ô°öÈš¥Èº¨¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very good.       £ô°öÈš©ñ¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very tall.      £ô°öÈš¦ö¤¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very short.      £ô°öÈšÀª̃¼¹ì¾¨. 

 This person is very short.      £ô°öÈšªÒ¾¹ì¾¨. 
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M - 2 

    Woman            °øÈ ò̈¤ 

    Unmarried woman        °øÈ¦¾¸ 

    Girl student       ñ¡»¼ ò̈¤ 

    Secretary        Àì¢¾÷¡¾ 

    Unmarried man         °øÈ®È¾¸ 

    Young man           §¾¨¹È÷´ 

   
 That woman is a polite       °öÈ ð̈¤°öÈ̃À ï̄£ô¦õ²¾®. 
 person.            
    
 That unmarried woman       °öÈ¦¾¸°öÈ̃À ï̄£ô 

 is a polite person.            ¦÷²¾®. 
    
 That girl student is a       ï¡»¼ ð̈¤°öÈ̃À ï̄£ô 

 polite person.           ¦÷²¾®. 
    
 That secretary is a      Àì¢¾õ¡¾°öÈ̃À ï̄ 

 pretty person.             £ö¤¾´. 
    
 That unmarried man is       °Èö®È¾¸°Èö̃À ï̄£ôເຈົາ້ຉູ.້ 
 handsome person.               
    
 That young man is a       §¾¨¹õÈ´°Èö̃À ï̄£ôເຈົາ້ຉູ ້

 
 handsome person.               
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M -3 

   Your friend            À²•º À¥í¾ 

   Government official    ¢û¾ìñ©«½¡¾ 

   Military officer        ¾¨ê½¹¾ 

   Police officer         ¾¨ª¿¹ì¸© 

   Mailman         £ô¦‣¤¹ï¤¦ñó, ພະຘກັງາຘໄບສະຘ ີ

   Interpreter          ¾¨²¾¦¾ 

 
    
 What sort of person is     À²•ºÀ¥í¾°Èö̃À ï̄£ô 

 that friend of yours?     ?      ¥„¤Ã©? 
  
 What sort of person is    ¢û¾ìï©«½¡¾°Èö̃À ï̄ 

 that government official?   ?  £ô¥„¤Ã©? 
  
 What sort of person is      ¾¨ê½¹¾°Èö̃À ï̄ 

 that military officer?    ?     £ô¥„¤Ã©? 
  
 What sort of person is      ¾¨ª¿¹ì¸©°Èö̃À ï̄ 

 that military officer?    ?    £ô¥„¤Ã©? 
  
 What sort of person is that    £ô¦‣¤¹ï¤¦ó°öÈ̃À ï̄ 

 mailman?        ?  £ô¥„¤Ã©? 
  
 What sort of person is that     ¾¨²¾¦¾°Èö̃À ï̄£ô 

 interpreter?       ?    ¥„¤Ã©? 
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C-1 
  A.  Is this woman tall?     A. ? 
  B.   She is very tall.      B.    
 
C-2  

A.  What sort of person is   A.    
   that young man?       ? 

B.   He is a polite person.     B.  
 

NOTES 
 

1)  Words like "tall",  "good" are called stative verbs (Vs).  They function as the 
Main Verb (MV) in sentences describing the state or condition of something or 
someone. 

 
         NP  +  Vs 
 
             
 
         "He (is) tall." 
 

Since words having similar meanings are adjectives in English, "be" must be added in 
translation. 

 
2)  The following are transformations of the sentence (NP + Vs) : 
 
    Negative statement:   "He isn't tall." 
 
   Affirmative question:  ? "Is he tall?" 
 
   Affirmative response:        "Yes, he is." 
 
   Negative response:   "No, not (very) tall" 
 

                                                           
These notes and the application are for use with cycles 7 and 8.
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3)  Stative verbs may also function as modifiers of NP: 
 
        NP   +  Vs 
 
           
 
         (person   lazy) 
 
         "lazy person" 
 
4)  NP of the type above often occur in sentences with  as the copula verb: 
 
       NP   +  pen  +  NP 
 
              

       "He's an intelligent person." 
 
   may be added to form a question. 
 
5)   occurs after Vs as an intensifier: "very tall", etc. 
 
6)  Both "strong, powerful" and "weak, frail, feeble" refer to 

physical strength. 
 
7)  Both and may be used to refer to the shortness of a person, but is 

 usually used in referring to objects. 
 
8)  "what kind of, what sort of" is used with to inquire about a person's 

 personal traits or physical features: 
 
   Question:    What sort of person is she?" 
 
   Answer:  She's a very intelligent person. 
 
   Answer:       She's very intelligent." 
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           APPLICATION 
 
1.  In the sentence is (a) NP, (b) VP, (c) Q (d) Vs  
  (3) none of these. 
 
2. is probably (a) a negative statement, (c) an affirmative response, (d) a 

negative response. 
 
3.   is probably (a) a negative statement (b) a question (c) NP  
  (d) negative response (e) none of these. 
 
4.  Which of these sentences has an error in it? (a)(b)

 (c) (d) 
 
5.  Translate the following sentences into Lao: (a) What sort of person are you? (b) That 

young man is very skinny.   (c) That friend of yours is stupid, isn't he?  (d) I'm not a very 

courageous person.   (f) she's not very fat.   (g) is she tall? 
 
6.  In the sentence is (a) a noun (b) a verb  
  (c) Vs (d) classifier (e) determiner. 
 
7.  In the NP is (a) NP (b) Vs (c) Q (d) modifier of  
  (e) none of these. 
 
8. In the VP is (a) NP (b) VP (c) negative (d) intensifier of 







 
________________ 
Answers: Ib and d, 2, 3b, 4 b, 5 (a)(b)   
    (c) 
    (d)(e)
    (f)6a and d, 7b and d, 8d, 
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Cycle 9 
 

M - 1 

         American             ຄຘົº½À´ëò¡ñ 

         Laotian                   ຄຘົì¾¸ 

         Thai           ຄຘົÄê 

         Cambodian          ຄຘົ¢À´ 

         Englishman         ຄຘົºñ¤¡ò© 

         Chinese         ຄຘົ¥ò 

 
 
 Is she an American?  ì¾¸À ñ̄£öº½À´ëò¡ñ, 

          ?         ÀÀ È́®ð? 
  
 Is he a Laotian?        ì¾¸À ñ̄£öì¾¸, ÀÀ È́®ð? 
          ?          
  
 Is he a Thai?         ì¾¸À ñ̄£öÄê, ÀÀ È́®ð? 
          ?          
  
 Is he a Cambodian?    ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö¢½À¹´, 

          ?         ÀÀ È́®ð? 
  
 Is he an Englishman?    ì¾¸À ñ̄£öºñ¤¡ò©,  

          ?         ÀÀ È́®ð? 
  
 Is he a Chinese?     ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö¥ó, ÀÀ È́®ð? 
          ?              
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M-2 
        American      £ö º½À´ëò¡ñ 

        Japanese       £ö …̈ ȭÈ 

        Vietnamese       £ö ¹¸¼©¾´ 

        Burmese         £ö ²½ É́¾ 

        French          £ö ±½ì„¤ 

        German      £ö ເຢຊລະມຘັ 


 
 Yes, he is an American.     ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö 

                  º½À´ëò¡ñ.  

 

 Yes, he is a Vietnamese      ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö 

                 ¹¸¼©¾´. 
 

 Yes, he is a Burmese.   ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö 

                     ²½ É́¾. 
 

 Yes,he is a Frenchman.     ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö 

                      ±½ì„¤. 
 

 Yes, he is a German.     ÀÀ È́ÀÀìû¸, ì¾¸À ñ̄£ö 

                    ເຢຊລະມຘັ 
 

C-1 
 

A.  Are you an (Englishman)?   A. ? 
B.   Yes, I am an Englishman.   B.   
 
 
C-2 
  

A.  Is that (teacher) an Englishman?   A.  
                  
B.   No, that teacher is not an     B.    
  (Englishman).   He is an (American)     
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NOTES 
 

1) The Noun "person" + Name of Country is used to refer to nationals of any 
country. 

2)    
         Noun    +   Noun 
 
                
 
         person      Laos 
 
           "a Laotian" 
 
2) "be" is a copula Verb (like ) and occurs only in constructions of this type: 

  NP + + NP. 
 
       NP  +  +  NP. 
 
           
 
        "You are a Lao" 
 
3)  Sentences with  as the liking verb can be converted to questions by adding 

. is normally used when asking for confirmation of a fact. 
 The response follows the usual pattern. 

 
 

  Statement:          "You are a Thai." 
 
  Question:   ?  "Are you a Thai?" 
 
  Affirmative 
  Response:   "Yes, I'm Thai." 
 
  Negative 
  Response:    "No, I'm a Lao." 
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APPLICATION 
 
 
1)  Answer the following question with the correct information:  

(a) ?(b)? 
 
2)  Translate the following NP: 

(a)(b)(c) 
  (d)(e) 
 
3)  In the NP is (a) NP, (b) determiner,  

(c) a classifier,  (d) a question word, (e) it refers to people. 
 
4)  What would you say to find out if a serviceman you saw was a German? 

 
5)  In answer to a question you say that your teacher is English. 
 
6)  You are asked if you are a Thai.  You say that you are not, but that you are an 

American. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           
Answers: 1. Give factual information.  2 (a) Englishman,  (b) this serviceman,  (c) they,  

(d) a Chinese,  (e) this Lao,  3 (c and e) 4  

?   

5  6
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Cycle 10 
M - 1 

    U.S.A.        ¦½¹½ëñ©º½À´ëò¡¾ 

    Laos             ¯½Àê©ì¾¸ 

    Thailand           ¯½Àê©Äê 

    Vietnam         ¯½Àê©¸¼©¾´ 

    China            ¯½Àê©¥ó 

    England          ¯½Àê©ºñ¤¡ò© 

 
 
 He is from the USA.     ì¾¸´¾¥¾¡¦½¹½ëñ©   

                  º½À´ëò¡¾. 
 
 He is from Laos.      ì¾¸´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©ì¾¸.  
           
 
 He is from Thailand.   ì¾¸´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©Äê.   
 
 He is from Vietnam.      ì¾¸´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©    

                    ¹¸¼©¾´.    
 
 He is from China.       ì¾¸´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©¥ó.  
           
 
 He is from England.      ì¾¸´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©ºñ¤¡ò©.  
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M -2 

      You                 À¥í¾ 

      French              ±½ì„¤ 

      This student      ï¡»¼°öÈš 

      That person        £ö°ø È̃ 

      That teacher      ¾¨£ö°Èö̃ 


 
 What country are you     À¥í¾´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©Ã©? 
 from?        ?        
   
 What country are       £ô±½ì„¤´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©Ã©? 
 Frenchmen from?    ?     
   
 What country is this     ï¡»¼°öÈš´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©  

 student  from?    ?    Ã©? 
   
 What country is this     £ô°öÈš´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê©  

 person  from?     ?      Ã©? 
   
 What country is that     ¾¨£ö°Èö̃´¾¥¾¡¯½Àê© 

 teacher from?     ?    Ã©? 
 
 
C-1  

 

A.  What country are Americans from?  A.     
                  ?
B.   Americans are from the U.S.A.    B.    
                   
 
C-2  
 
A.  Where are you from?       A.  ? 
B.   I'm from Laos.          B.   ? 
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NOTES 
 

1)  The Main verb (MV) may be composed of two or more individual verbs in a series.  The
 verb "to come" (like  " to go" and other verbs of motion) may be followed by 
verbs showing direction of motion (like " (to move) away from"). 

 
      NP      MV       NP (loc) 
 
               
 
      "I       come  
            came     from   the United States.” 
            am coming 
 

Since there is no time indication in this sentence, may refer to present, past, or 
 future time. 

 
2)   "which" is a question word substitute.  It substitutes for the determiners 

 for names, and some other nouns. 
 
    Question:    "Which country? 
 
    Response 1:    " China" 
 
    Response 2:    "This country." 
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APPLICATION 
 
1)  In the sentence,  is (a) N,  
  (b) VP,  (c) MV,  (d) Q,  (e) determiner. 
 
2)  In the sentence above, is (a) VP,  (b) Q,  (c) NP,  

(d) Locative,  (e) S. 
 
3)  In the sentence above, the action is (a) in the past, (b) the future,  

(c) in progress, (d) none of these. 
 
4)   refers to (a) one person, (b) two persons,  

(c) more than two, (d) it is unclear. 
 
5)  In the VP is (a) NP,  (b) V,  (c) preposition, (d) VP. 
 
6)  In the Noun Compound probably means 

(a) country,  (b) America,  (c) United States,  (d) nation,   (e) none of these. 
 
7)  China is translated into Lao as (a) ,  (b) 

(c)(d) 
 
8)  "This teacher of mine" would be translated into Lao as: 

(a)(b)
(c)(d) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________ 

Answers: 1. c,  2. c and d,  3. a and c,  4. a,  5. b,  6. c,  7. c,  8. c
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Cycle 11 
 

 
M-1 
     Vientiane          À ṍº¤¸¼¤¥ñ      

Sekong province      ÀÀ¢¸¤À§¡º¤ 

     Washington        À ṍº¤¸ð§ò¤ªñ 

     Minnesota          ëñ© ó́òÂ§ª¾ 

     California        ëñ©£¾ìò³ðÀ¼ 

     Sikhay village        ®û¾¦óÃ£ 

     Houa-phan province      ÀÀ¢¸¤¹ö¸²ñ 

     Keun village            ®û¾À¡ó 

 
 

  Where is Vientiane?    ?  À ṍº¤¸¼¤¥ñµøÈÃ¦? 

  
  Where is Sekong province? ? ÀÀ¢¸¤À§¡º¤µøÈÃ¦? 

  
  Where is Washington?   ? À ṍº¤¸ð§ò¤ªñµøÈÃ¦? 

  
  Where is the state of    ? ëñ© ó́òÂ§ª¾µÈøÈÃ¦?  
  Minnesota? 
 
  Where is the state of       ëñ©£¾ìòó³ðÀ¼µøÈÃ¦? 
  California?        ? 
 
  Where is the village of    ?  ®û¾¦óÃ£µøÈÃ¦? 
  Sikhay? 
 
  Where is the province   ? ÀÀ¢¸¤¹ö¸²ñµøÈÃ¦? 
  of Houa-phan? 
 
  Where is the village    ?    ®û¾À¡óµøÈÃ¦? 
  of Ban Keun? 
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M-2 
     The city of Vientiane     À ṍº¤¸¼¤¥ñ 

     The province of Sekong    ÀÀ¢¸¤À§¡º¤ 

     Washington, D.C.      À ṍº¤¸ð§ò¤ªñ 

     The village of Sikhay     ®û¾¦óÃ£ 

     State of California    ëñ©£¾ìò³ðÀ¼       

     Hanoi          À ṍº¤»û¾Â¹û¨ 

     Houa-phan        ÀÀ¢¸¤¹ö¸²ñ 

 
 

 The city of Vientiane     À ṍº¤¸¼¤¥ñµøÈÃ¯½Àê©  

 is in Laos.             ì¾¸. 
   
 The province of Sekong    ÀÀ¢¸¤À§¡º¤µøÈÃ¯½Àê©  

  is in Laos.             ì¾¸. 
   
 Washington, D.C. is in    À ṍº¤¸ð§ò¤ªñµøÈÃ¦½¹½  

 the U.S.A.          ëñ©º½À´ëò¡¾. 
 
 The Sikhay village is in    ®û¾¦óÃ£µøÈÃÀ ṍº¤  

 Vientiane.             ¸¼¤¥ñ. 
   
 The State of California   ëñ©£¾ìò³ðÀ¼µøÈÃ¦½¹½  

 is in the U.S.A.      ëñ©º½À´ëò¡¾. 
   
 Hanoi is in Vietnam.     À ṍº¤»û¾Â¹û¨µøÈÃ¯½Àê©  

              ¸¼©¾´. 
 
 Samneua is in the        À ṍº¤§¿À¹õºµøÈÃÀÀ¢¸¤

 province of Houa-phan.        ¹ö¸²ñ. 
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C-1 
 

A.  Where is the Nathong village?  A.  ? 
 

B.   The village of Nathong is in   B.   
    the city of Phonhong.        
 

A.  Where is the city of Phonhong?  A. ? 
 

B.   The city of Phonhong is in the   B.    
    province of Vientiane.       
 

A.  Where is the province of     A. ? 
Vientiane? 

  
B.   The province of Vientiane is in  B. 

Laos.             



C-2 
 

A.  Where is your school?     A. ? 
 

B.   My school is in Arlington.    B.     
                 

 
A.  Where is Arlington?      A. ? 
 
B.   Arlington is in the State of    B.   

Virginia.            
 

A.  Where is the State of Virginia?  A. ? 
 

B.   The State of Virginia is in the   B.  
    United States.          
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NOTES 

 
1)  This sentence type may be used to indicate deographical location: 
 
     NP    +      +  LOC 
 
          
 
     "Sam Neua is located in the province of Houaphan." 
 
2)  The verb "to be located in" is followed by Locatives (LOC).  The term "locative" 

refers to place expressions. It includes NP, Prep. + NP, and Adverbs of Place. 
 
3)  In questions LOC is replaced by "Where (at)?" 
 
4) "village", "city", and "province" are all political and administrative 

 divisions in Laos. 
 
 
          APPLICATION 
 
1) Answer these questions giving correct information :  

(a) 
(b) ? 

 
2) Provide a possible question to each of these answers:  

(a) .   

(b) . 

(c) .   
(d)  

 
 
 
 

________________________ 

Answers:  
1(a)  (b)    
2(a)  (b)  (c) 
 (d)  
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3)  Fill in the blanks with the correct word:  
(a)               
(b)        . 

(c)                  . 
(d)                

 
          


CYCLE 12 
M-1 

      To have one's meal       ¡òÀ¢í¾ 

      To do work          À»ñ©¸¼¡ 

      To read          ºÈ¾¹ñ¤¦õ 

      To write         ¢¼¹ñ¤¦õ 

      To study language     »¼²¾¦¾ 

      To teach language     ¦º²¾¦¾ 

      To cook            £ö¸¡ò 

 
 

 I am having my meal.         ¢ûº¨¡òÀ¢í¾. 

 
 He works.             ì¾¸À»ñ©¸¼¡. 

 
 We read.         ²¸¡À»ö¾ºÈ¾¹ñ¤¦õ. 
 
 They write.        À¢ö¾À¥í¾¢¼¹ñ¤¦õ. 
 
 You study language.       À¥í¾»¼²¾¦¾. 
 
 The teacher teaches    ¾¨£ø¦º²¾¦¾. 
 the language. 
 
 Malivanh cooks.     ¾¤´¾ìó¸ñ£ö¸¡ò. 
 
 


_______________________ 

Answers:  
3(a)  (b)  (c)  (d) 
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M- 2 

         To do       À»ñ© 

         To buy       §œ 

         To look at      À®…¤ 

         To see       À¹ñ 

         To look for    §º¡¹¾ 

         To fix, repair     ÀÀ¯¤ 
 
 

 What are you doing?    ?    À¥í¾À»ñ©¹ ñ̈¤? 

 
 What are you buying?   ?    À¥í¾§œ¹ ï̈¤? 
 
 What are you looking at?  ?    À¥í¾À®…¤¹ ï̈¤? 
 
 What are you seeing?   ?    À¥í¾À¹ñ¹ ñ̈¤? 
 
 What are you looking for?  ?  À¥í¾§º¡¹¾¹ ñ̈¤? 
 
 What are you fixing?    ?    À¥í¾ÀÀ¯¤¹ ñ̈¤? 
 
 
 
C-1 
   A.  What are you doing?   A. ? 
   B.   I am working.      B.    
 
 

NOTES 
 
1)   " to eat ", "to do, work", and "to read" are action verbs that require NP 

complements.  
 
       NP   +  V  +   NP 
 
               
 
       (I      eat     rice) 
 
         "I'm having a meal." 
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  The NP complement can be replaced by in questions: 
 
   Question:         "What are you studying?" 
 
   Answer:   "Lao." 
 
2) means "to look at (something or someone)"  means to see, perceive". 
 
3)  Both  and separately mean "to look for something": 

has the same meaning.   Combinations of two verbs with the same or 
similar meaning are very common in Lao. 

 
4)   is the usual verb compound for "the cooking of food." 
 
5)  In VP means "work (in general)" and  means  

"to do, make".    means "to have a job" or "to be working on something". 
 
 

APPLICATION 
 
1)  In the sentence is (a) suject (b) VP (c) NP  
  (d) complement to verb  
 
2)  A possible answer to the question is (a) 

(b)(c)(d) 
  
3)  A possible answer to the question would be     

(a) (b)(c)
(d) 

 
4)  In the sentence is (a) MV,   

(b) Subject, (c) NP complement,  (d) classifier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________ 
Answers: 1. c and d,  2. c,  3. a and c,  4. a,  
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5)  Complete the following sentences: a)
(b)(c)(d) 

 
6)  Translate the following sentences into English: 

(a)(b)
(c)(d)
(e) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________ 
Answers:  

7. (a) (b)  (c)  (d) (),   
6.  (a) Are you looking for the umbrella? (b)What are you looking for?  (c) He 

will repair his house.  (d) I see that soldier.  (e) We bought a hat at the 
market. 
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Cycle 13 
 

M-1 
      To eat              ¡ò 

      To sit               „¤ 

      To chat            ìö´¡ñ 

      To take pictures        «È¾¨»ø® 

      To hide              ìš 

 

  Where are we going   ?   À»ö¾¦ò¡òµøÈÃ¦? 

  to eat? Here?            µöÈš®î? 
 
  Where are we going  ?   À»ô¾¦ð„¤µöÈÃ¦? 

  to sit? Here?             µöÈš®î? 
 
  Where are we going  ? À»ö¾¦òìö´¡ñµøÈÃ¦? 

  to chat? Here?     ?       µöÈš®î? 
 
  Where are we going to      À»ö¾¦ò«È¾¨»ø®µøÈÃ¦? 

  take pictures? Here?   ??  µöÈš®î? 
 
  Where are we going   ? À»ô¾¦ðÄ¯ìšµöÈÃ¦? 

  to hide?  Here?     ?       µöÈš®î? 
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M-2 

           To eat       ¡ò 

           To stand      µõ 

           To wait       «û¾ 

           To smoke    ¦ø®µ¾ 

           To rest     À§ô¾À •́º¨ 

 
 

 No. Let's go eat there.     !  ®Ò, Ä¯¡ðµÈö¹̃Àê¾½! 

 

 No. Let's go stand there!   ! ®Ò, Ä¯µóµöÈ¹̃Àê¾½! 
 

 No. Let's go wait there!   !  ®Ò, Ä¯«û¾µöÈ¹̃Àê¾½! 
 

 No. Let's go smoke there!    ®Ò, Ä¯¦ö®µ¾µöÈ¹̃Àê¾½! 

             ! 
 

 No. Let's go rest there!     ®Ò, Ä¯À§ô¾À •́º¨µÈö¹̃Àê¾½! 

             ! 
 
 
 
C-1 
 
A.  Where are you going to rest?    A. ? 
  Here?              ? 
B.   No. I'm going to rest there.     B.    
                   
 
C-2 
 
A.  Where are we going to wait    A. ? 
  for him?  Here?          ? 
B.   No. Let's go wait for him there!   B.     
                  !
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NOTES 
 
1)  After or Verbs of Motion (etc.) means "here"; "there". 
 
2)  The particle occurs at the end of sentences, which "urge" or "suggest" a particular 

course of action. 
 
 

 
APPLICATION 

 
1) Complete the following sentences:  

(a) __________ 
(b)? __________ 

(c) _____?? 
 
2)  Change the following statements into suggestion for action: 

(a) __________ 
(b) __________    
(c) __________ 

 
3)  Complete the following sentences (Using the English cue word):  

(a)  __________ (hide),   
(b) __________ (where?)  
(c) __________ (there). 
(d)  __________ (wait)    
(e) __________ ?(here?)  
(f) __________ (Let's...) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________ 
Answers:  1) (a) ,  (b) (c)2) (a) , (b)  , (c) ,   

3) (a) , (b) , (c) , (d) , (e) , (f) 
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Cycle 14 
 
M-1 

     To stay                ²ñ¡ 

     To work              À»ñ©¡¾ 

     To have one's hair cut        ªñ©°ö´ 

     To make a phone call       Âêë½¦ñ® 

     To play                ¹ì™  

     To listen to the radio   ?  ³ñ¤¸òê ÷̈ 

 
 

 Where is he staying?  ?       ì¾¸²ñ¡µøÈÃ¦? 
 

 Where is he working?  ?     ì¾¸À»ñ©¡¾µøÈÃ¦? 
 

 Where did he have his ?     ì¾¸ªñ©°ö´µøÈÃ¦? 
 hair cut? 
 

 Where did he make the ?   ì¾¸Âêë½¦ñ®µøÈÃ¦? 
 phone call? 
 

 Where is he playing?  ?       ì¾¸¹ì™µöÈÃ¦? 
 

 Where did he listen to ?? ì¾¸³ñ¤¸òê ÷̈µøÈÃ¦? 
 the radio? 
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M-2 
     My house            À»õº¢ûº¨       

The barber shop       »û¾ªñ©°ö´ 

     The yard of the house       À©†®û¾ 

     The meeting room        ¹ûº¤¯½§÷´ 

     The post office          Â»¤¦¾¨        
 
 

 He is staying in my house.   ì¾¸²ñ¡µøÈÀ»õº¢ûº¨. 

 

 He has his hair cut at        ì¾¸ªñ©°ö´µøÈ»û¾
 the barbershop.            ªñ©°ö´. 

 

 He is playing in the       ì¾¸¹ì™µöÈÀ©†®û¾. 
 yard of the house. 
 

 He listened to it in the    ì¾¸³ñ¤µøÈ¹ûº¤¯½§÷´. 
 meeting room. 
C-1 
   A.  Where is he staying?     A. ? 
   B.   He is staying at a hotel.    B.    
 
C-2 
   A.  Where is your friend?     A. ? 
   B.   He is at a hotel.       B.    
   A.  Is he staying at the hotel?    A. ? 
   B.   Yes, he is staying at the hotel.  B.    
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NOTES 
 
1)  The verb Phrase + Locative is frequently combined with sentences to indicate 

location of some activity. 
 

Sentence     +    +   LOC 
 

        
 

"He is staying at my house." 
 
           
 

"He listened to the radio in the meeting room." 
 
   can replace the Locative in this construction in questions: 
 
   ?       "Where is he staying?” 
 
    ?  "Where did he listen to the radio?" 
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APPLICATION 
 
1)  In the sentence is  (a) VP,  

(b) NP,  (c) VM,  (d) N 
 
2)  In the above sentence, is (a) NP,  (b) preposition,  (c) verb,  

(d) locative, (e) none of these. 
 
3)  In the above sentence, indicates (a) subject,  

(b) location, (c) negative, (d) none of these. 
 
4)  Complete the following sentences:  

(a) 
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f) 

 
5)  Answer the following questions:  

(a)?
(b) ?
(c)?
(d)? 

  (e)? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________ 
Answers: 1) (b),  2) (b),  3) (b),  4) (a)  (b)  (c)   

(d)  (e)  (f) 5) (a) 
, etc. (b) (),  
(c) (d)   
(e)  
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Cycle 15 
 

M-1 

   To go to eat           Ä¯¡òÀ¢í¾ 

   To come to work         ´¾À»ñ©¡¾ 

   To come to attend the meeting     ´¾¯½§÷´ 

To make a phone call       Ä¯Âêë½¦ñ® 

   To come to look for       ´¾§º¡¹¾ 

   To go and look at           Ä¯À®…¤ 

 
 He is going to eat at        ì¾¸¦òÄ¯¡òÀ¢í¾µøÈ 

 the restaurant.           »û¾º¾¹¾. 
 
 He is coming to work        ì¾¸¦ò´¾À»ñ©¡¾   

 in this office building.         µÈöÂ»¤¡¾š. 
 
 He is coming to attend a        ì¾¸¦ò´¾¯½§÷´µøÈ 

  meeting in the conference room.       ¹ûº¤¯½§÷´. 
 
 He is going to go and make a    ì¾¸¦òÄ¯Âêë½¦ñ®µøÈ 

 phone call in his office.       ¹ûº¤¡¾ì¾¸. 
 
 He came to look for you      ì¾¸´¾§º¡¹¾À¥í¾ 

 at school.               µøÈÂ»¤»¼. 
 
 He went to see the military post    ì¾¸Ä¯À®…¤£û¾¨ê½¹¾ 

  in the state of California.    µøÈëñ©¡¾ìòÂ³À¼. 
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M - 2 
         Where     Ã¦? 

         What     ¹ ñ̈¤? 
          

 
 What is he going to do     ì¾¸¦òÄ¯À»ñ©¹ ñ̈¤µøÈ»û¾ 

 at the barbershop?   ?       ªñ©°ö´? 
    
   
 What is he coming to      ì¾¸¦ð´¾À»ï©¹ ï̈¤µöÈš? 
 do here?       ?    
    
 What is he going to go     ì¾¸¦ðÄ¯À»ï©¹ ï̈¤µöÈ¹̃? 
 and do there?     ? 
 
 
C-1 
 
A.  What are you going to do at the   A.   

 barbershop?            ? 
B.   I am going to have my hair cut.   B.   
 
C-2 
 
A.  Where are you going?      A.  ? 
B.   I am going to the restaurant.    B.   
A.  What are you going to do there?   A.  ?
B.   I am going to eat.        B.   
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NOTES 
 

1)   "to go' and "to come" may be following by a VP indicating an activity 
(etc.)   This may be followed by + LOC indicating the location. 

 
   NP  +  +  activity +  Location 
 
          
 
   "He     is going  to eat      at the restaurant." 
 
   This sentence is made up of  3 basic underlying sentences: 
 
  (1)   
 
  (2)  
 
  (3)   
 

In questions the VP indicating Activity can be replaced by "do what?”:  the 
VP of Location by  

 
  Statement:   
 
  Question 
  (Activity):   ? 
 
  Question 
  (Location):  ?
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APPLICATION 
 
 
1. In the sentence  

is a VP indicating (a) location (b) time (c) activity (d) actor (e) none of 
these.  

is a VP indicating (a) purpose (b) location (c) subject (d) time.  

 indicates (a) past time (b) future time (c) present time (d) indefinite time. 
 
2.  In the sentence the time of the action 

is probably  (a) present  (b) future  (c) past  (d) future or present. 
 
3.  What are the 3 underlying sentences of the following sentence: 

 
 
  (a) ________________________________________________________________ 
  (b) _________________________________________________________________ 
  (c) _________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
 Answers: 1c, 2c, 3 (a)  ... (b)   

(d) 
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4. Translate the following sentences into English: 
 

(a)
  

____________________________________________________ 

 (b)?

 ____________________________________________________ 

 (c)

 ____________________________________________________ 

 (d)

 ____________________________________________________ 

(e)

 ____________________________________________________ 

 (f)

 ____________________________________________________ 

 

 


_____________________ 
 Answers:4  (a)  He is going to look for your book. 

(b) I went to look at the radio at the restaurant. 
(c) He will not go work in Chiangmai.
(d) What did he come to do at the meeting?
(e) Where will you buy a raincoat?
(f) Who came to play in your yard?
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Cycle 16 
 
M-1 

       To come here      ´¾š 

       To go there       Ä¯¹̃ 

       To come over here     ´¾²š 

       To go over there     Ä¯²÷É 

 
 
  He is coming here.      ì¾¸¦ð´¾š. 
 
  He is going there.      ì¾¸¦ðÄ¯¹˜. 
 
  He is coming over here.    ì¾¸¦ð´¾²š. 
 
  He is going over there.    ì¾¸¦òÄ¯²÷û. 
 
 
C-1 
   A.  Is he coming here?      A. ? 
   B.  No.  He is going there.     B. .   
 
C-2 
   A.  Are you going over there?    A.  ? 
   B.  No.  I'm coming over here.    B.  .  

 
 
 
 

NOTES 
 
1). Both andrefer to space near at handbut is more specific (right 

here!) and is more general ("over here").   is more likely to be used in 
comands, such as"come here." 

 
2)  means "there".means "way over there." 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.  Complete the following sentences: (a)...(or)... (b). 

(or)... 
 
2.  Translate the following sentences into Lao :  
  (a) Come here! (Command).  
  (b) Go over there! 
  (c) Go way over there!  
  (d) Come over here!  
 
3.  (a) What would you say if you wanted to indicate that something was in the same 

 room with you but was about 8 feet away? 
 

(b) What would you say if you wanted someone to come over in your general area  but 
not right close to you?  

 
(c) If you were asked where someone was, what would you say to indicate that he was 
a considerable distance away but still visible? 

  
(d) If you were asked where someone was, how would you indicate that he wasn't near 
you? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________ 
Answers: 1. (a)  or (a) or   2. (a)   

(b) (c) (d)  3. (a) 
(b)  (c) (d) 
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Cycle 17 
 
M-1 
 

  American Embassy   ¦½«¾êø©º½À´ëò¡ñ 

  His house                À»õºì¾¸ 

  This cinema, theater          Â»¤ຉÀີš, ໂຮງຮນູເງາົຘີ ້

  Barbershop             »û¾ªñ©°ö´ 

  Radio station         ¦½«¾ó¸òê½ ÷̈ 
 
 
 

 Do you know the way to  s À¥í¾»øûê¾¤Ä¯¦½«¾êø© 

 the American Embassy? ?   º½À´ëò¡ñ®ð? 
  
 Do you know the way       À¥í¾»ûøê¾¤Ä¯À»õºì¾¸®ð? 
 to his house?      ?      
  
 Do you know the way to      À¥í¾»ûøê¾¤Ä¯Â»¤ຉÀີ®ð? 
 the movie house?    ?        
   
 Do you know the way       À¥í¾»ûøê¾¤Ä¯»û¾ªñ©°ö´®ð? 
 to the barbershop?   ?         
 
 Do you know the way        À¥í¾»ûøê¾¤Ä¯¦½«¾ó 

 to the Radio station?    ? ¸òê½ ÷̈®ð? 
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M- 2 
   Turn left           ìû¼¸§û¾¨ 

   Turn right           ìû¼¸¢¸¾ 

 Go straight ahead       Ä¯§•Å  

Turn right then       ìû¼¸¢¸¾ÀÀìû¸Ä¯§•Å 
   go straight        
   No                 ®Ò 
 
 

 Yes (I know), turn left     »ûøû, ìû¼¸§û¾¨µøÈ«ö 

 on the next street.                 ¹û¾. 
  
 Yes, turn right on the    »ûøû, ìû¼¸¢¸¾µøÈ«ö 

 next street.                   ¹û¾. 
   
 Yes, go straight ahead      »ûöû, Ä¯§•Åª¾´«ôš. 
 on this street.       
 
 Yes, turn right on Lane-    »øûû, ìû¼¸¢¸¾µøÈ«ö 

 Xang street then go straight.   ìû¾§û¾¤ÀÀìû¸Ä¯§•Å. 
 
 No, I don't know.          ®Ò, ¢ûº¨®Ò»ûø. 
 
 
 
C-1 
   A.  Do you know the way to the   A.   
     barbershop?           ? 
   B.  Yes, turn left on the next street.  B.  
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NOTES 
  
1)  The noun "way, direction" can be followed by Verb Phrase 

"modifiers", such as  "go to his house" indicating "destination".  The 
whole construction + VP is a Noun phrase and may serve as the NP
 complement of a verb, such as "to know". 

 
      NP  +  MV   +    NP 
 
              
 
      (I     know     way go building cinema) 
 

"I know the way to the movies." 
 
2)  Where English uses Verb+Adverbials or Preposition+Noun Phrase to indicate directions 

and locations, Lao normally has Verb + Verb or Verb + VP, as in the following 
examples: 

 
   (1) English :   Verb +  Adverbial 
 
          Turn   left/right. 
 
     Lao:     Verb +  Verb 
 
             
 
   (2) English:  Verb +  Adverbial  +  Preposition - NP 
 
         Go   straight ahead  on this street. 
 
     Lao:   Verb +  Verb    +    Preposition - NP 
 
               
 
3)  The affirmative response to type (Yes-No) questions is repetition of the Verb: the 

negative response is+ Verb.  
 
     NP + MV + Complement + Question 
 

      
 
     "Do you know the way to the market?"  
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Affirmative 
  Response:   
 
        "Yes, I do. (turn left at the next block.)" 
 

 Negative 
  Response:   
        "No, I don't." 
 
The negative is normally followed by another sentence supplying additional information. 

 
 

APPLICATION 
 
I.  In the sentence is (a) the   
  predicate, (b) VP,  (c) "modifier" of(d)NP,  (e) Verb. 
 
2. In the above sentence is  (a)NP, (b) VP, (c) predicate,  (d) 

complement of verb (e)subject of the sentence. 
 
3.   In the sentence (a)both andare verbs, b) is an 

adjective,(c)neither is a verb,(d)onlyis a verb. 
 
4.   In the sentence is (a) a preposition, (b) 

NP, (c) verb, (d) VP, (e) particle, (f) it means "to follow or go along". 
 
5.   Complete the following sentences; (a) . 

(b) ..... (c) .(d) ...
 (e)
(f) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
Answers: 1. a,  2. a and d,  3. a,  4. c and f,  5. (a) (b)  (c)  (d) 

(e) (f)  
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Cycle 18 
 
M-1 

    This woman        °öÈ ð̈¤°öÈš      
    This man         °Èö§¾¨°Èöš     

This child         À©ï¡ûº¨°öÈš 

    My younger brother       ûº¤§¾¨¢ûº¨ 

    My younger sister        ûº¤¦¾¸¢ûº¨ 

    My older brother           ºû¾¨¢ûº¨ 

    His parents          ²ÒÀÀ È́ì¾¸       

My older sister            Àºœº¨¢ûº¨ 

    My child             ìø¡¢ûº¨ 

    My son            ìø¡§¾¨¢ûº¨ 

 
 

 Do you know this woman?    À¥í¾»öû¥ï¡°öÈ ð̈¤°öÈš®î? 
            ? 
 

 Do you know this man?    À¥í¾»öû¥ï¡°öÈ§¾¨°öÈš®î? 
            ? 
 

 Do you know this child?    À¥í¾»øû¥ñ¡À©ñ¡ûº¨ 

            ?     °öÈš®î?  
 

 Do you know my         À¥í¾»øû¥ñ¡ûº¤§¾¨  

 younger brother?     ?     ¢ûº¨®ð? 
 

 Do you know my         À¥í¾»øû¥ñ¡ûº¤¦¾¸ 

 younger sister?      ?     ¢ûº¨®ð? 
 

 Do you know my brother?     À¥í¾»øû¥ñ¡ºû¾¨¢ûº¨®ð? 
            ? 
 

 Do you know his parents?      À¥í¾»øû¥ñ¡²ÒÀÀ È́ì¾¸®ð? 
            ? 
 

continued ...
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M-1 Continued 
 

 Do you know my sister?       À¥í¾»öû¥ï¡Àºœº¨¢ûº¨®î? 
             ? 
 
 Do you know my child?       À¥í¾»øû¥ñ¡ìø¡¢ûº¨®ð? 
             ? 
 
 Do you know my son?     À¥í¾»øû¥ñ¡ìø¡§¾¨  

             ?        ¢ûº¨®ð? 
 

 
M -2 

    Your office         Â»¤¡¾À¥í¾ 

    Inpeng temple        ¸ñ©ºòÀÀ¯¤ 

    The club         ¦½Â´¦º 

    On the train         Ãìö©Ä³ 

At the party      Ã¤¾¡òìû¼¤ 

 
 Yes, I met him at your   »øû, ¢ûº¨Ä©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ì¾¸µøÈ 

 office.          Â»¤¡¾À¥í¾. 
  
 Yes, I met her at the    »øû, ¢ûº¨Ä©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ì¾¸ 

 Inpeng temple.        µøÈ¸ñ©ºòÀÀ¯¤. 
  
 Yes, I met her at the    »øû, ¢ûº¨Ä©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ì¾¸ 

 club.            µøÈ¦½Â´¦º. 
  
 Yes, I met him on the    »øû, ¢ûº¨Ä©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ì¾¸µøÈ 

 train.            Ãìö©Ä³. 
  
 Yes, I met her at the     »øû, ¢ûº¨Ä©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ì¾¸µøÈ 

 party.        Ã¤¾¡òìû¼¤. 
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M-3 
     Husband           °ö¸  

Wife             À ñ́¼ 

Father-in-law       ²ÒÀ«í¾ 

     Mother-in-law       ÀÀ È́À«í¾ 

     Father-in-law        ²Ò ø̄È 

     Mother-in-law       ÀÀ È́ È̈¾ 

     Daughter        ìø¡¦¾¸ 


 
 I'll get to meet her    ¢ûº¨¦òÄ©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®°ö¸ì¾¸. 
 husband.       
       
 I'll get to meet his     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ©û»ûø¥ñ¡¡ñ®À ñ́¼ì¾¸. 
 wife.         
 
 I'll get to meet his    ¢ûº¨¦òÄ©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®²ÒÀ«í¾ì¾¸. 
 father-in-law.        
 
 I'll get to meet his    ¢ûº¨¦òÄ©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ÀÀ È́À«í¾ì¾¸. 
 mother-in-law.           
    
 I'll get to meet her     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ©û»ûø¥ñ¡¡ñ®²Ò ø̄Èì¾¸. 
 father-in-law.         
 
 I'll get to meet her     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ÀÀ È́ È̈¾ì¾¸. 
 mother-in-law.    
       
 I'll get to meet her     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ©û»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ìø¡¦¾¸ì¾¸. 
 daughter.            
 
 
C-1 
   
A.  Do you know this woman?     A.  

?
B.   Yes, I met her at the.      B.   
  Inpeng temple            
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C-2 
  A.  Where did you meet her?   A. 
                  ? 
  B.   I met her at school.     B.   
                      
 
C-3 
  A.  Do you know his wife?    A.  
  B.   No, I don't know her.     B.    
  A.  Will you get to meet her?   A. 
                  ? 
  B.   Yes, I'll get to meet her.    B.   


   They will come to my house.    
 

 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  means "to be acquainted or familiar with (someone or something) ". 
 
          "I know her." 
 
  ?  "Are you familiar with Vientiane?" 
 
2)  + Main Verb means "to have the opportunity (to do something)" as in these 

examples: 
    
      (I had the opportunity to become    
                    acquainted with him.) 
 
            "I got to meet him." 
 
     "I will get to meet her." 
 
3)  is a Noun Compound meaning "a party" and is made up of 

"celebration " +  "to eat" + "to treat s.o." 
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4)  In Lao when referring to the male and female offspring in a family one must  indicate not 
only their sex but also their relative ages. Consider this hypothetical family of 5 children:  

 
  Sex:   M    F    M    F    M 
 
  Age:   21    19    17    15    10 
 
  Rank:  1    2    3    4    5 
 
 
  Child number  3 refers to 
 

  1  as      "older brother".   
 
      2  as      "older sister". 
 
      4  as   "younger sister." 
            
      5   as      "younger brother". 
 
5)  When referring to in-laws, one must indicate whether they are the husband's or the 

wife's. 
 
  (1)   (2)  (3)   (4) 
 
                  
 
    "husband"            "wife" 
 
  (1) her father-in-law      (2) her mother-in-law 
 
  (3) his father-in-law       (4) his mother-in-law 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.  If you heard someone say you would assume that 

the speaker (a)knewthe person he was talking about, (b) did not know that person, 
 (c) had met that person, (d) had not met that person. 

 
2. If you heard someone say(a) you would know 

that he had been to Vientiane.  (b) You would know that he know at least where 
Vientiane is located. 

 
3.  If a person says  you know the person he is talking about is (a) older than 

he, (b) younger than he, (c) male, (d) female, (e) you can not tell whether the person is 
younger or older, male or female. 

 
4.  If a person says you know the person he is talking about is (a) female, (b) 

male, (c) younger than the speaker (d) older than the speaker (e) sex and ages are 
unclear. 

 
5.  Is the situation described in the following statement possible? 
   
 
6.  In the situation described in the following statement possible? 
   
 
7.  fill in the blanks with oras appropriate:

 (1)  (2)  
 
8.  If a person said to someone would he be talking 

to (a) a man, (b) a woman, (c) either, (d) neither 
 
9.  If someone said you would know she 

was talking to a man.  True or false? 
 
10. Could this be a true statement?  
 
11. Could this be true? 
 
 
______________________ 

Answers: 1a and c, 2b, 3a and d, 4b and d, 5no, 6yes, 7(1)
(2), 8b, 9true, 10yes, 11yes 
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Cycle 19 
 
M-1 

    Central part        ²¾¡¡¾¤ 

    Southern part       ²¾¡Ãªû 

    Northern part        ²¾¡À¹õº 

    Eastern part    ²¾¡ª¾À¸ñºº¡ 

    Western part    ²¾¡ª¾À¸ñªö¡  
 
 

 I am from the Central part.   ¢ûº¨´¾¥¾¡²¾¡¡¾¤. 
 
 He is from the Southern part.   ì¾¸´¾¥¾¡²¾¡Ãªû. 
 
 They are from the Northern  À¢ö¾À¥í¾´¾¥¾¡²¾¡À¹õº. 

  part.   
 
 John is from the Eastern       êÈ¾¥º´¾¥¾¡²¾¡   

  part.                ª¾À¸ñºº¡. 
 
 I am from the Western part.        ¢ûº¨´¾¥¾¡²¾¡    

                   ª¾À¸ñªö¡.   
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M-2 
  Central part               ²¾¡¡¾¤ 

  Southeastern part     ²¾¡ª¾À¸ñºº¡¦¼¤Ãªû 

  Northeastern part    ²¾¡ª¾À¸ñºº¡¦¼¤À¹õº 

  Northwestern part    ²¾¡ª¾À¸ñªö¡¦¼¤À¹õº 

  Southwestern part    ²¾¡ª¾À¸ñªö¡¦¼¤Ãªû 
 
 

 Vientiane is in the    À ṍº¤¸¼¤¥ñµÈøê¾¤²¾¡ 

 Central part of Laos.  ¡¾¤¢º¤¯½Àê©ì¾¸. 

            
 
 My village is in the   ®É¾¢ûº¨µÈøê¾¤²¾¡ 

 Southeastern part of    ª¾À¸ñºº¡¦¼¤Ãªû 

 Laos.       .       ¢º¤¯½Àê©ì¾¸. 
 
 Hua phan Province is   Á¢¸¤¹ö¸²ñµÈøê¾¤²¾¡ 

 in the Northeastern   ª¾À¸ñºº¡¦¼¤À¹õº 

 part of Laos.         ¢º¤¯½Àê©ì¾¸. 
 
 Bo Keo Province is   Á¢¸¤®ÒÁ¡É¸µÈøê¾¤²¾¡ 

 in the Northwestern    ª¾À¸ñªö¡¦¼¤À¹õº 

 part of Laos.         ¢º¤¯½Àê©ì¾¸. 
 
 My hometown is in    À ṍº¤¢ûº¨µÈøê¾¤²¾¡ 

 the Southwestern    ª¾À¸ñªö¡¦¼¤Ãªû¢º¤ 

 part of Laos.            ¯½Àê©ì¾¸. 
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C-1 
  A.  What part of Laos is the   A.  
    teacher from?        ? 
  B.   He is from the ....... part.     B.    
 
C-2 
 
  A.  You friend is from the     A.  
    Southeastern part of       
    Laos, isn't he?        ? 
  B.   No, he is from the       B.    
    Southwestern part of      

 Laos.            
 
C-3 
  A.  What's your name?    A. ? 
  B.   My name is Souksomboun. B.    
  A.  You are a Laotian, aren't  A. ? 
    you? 

B.   Yes, I am a Laotian.    B.    
  A.  Where are you from?    A ? 
  B.   I am from city of Vientiane.  B.    
  A.  Where is Vientiane?    A. ? 
  B.   Vientiane is in Laos     B.    
                   

A.  In what part of Laos is   A  
    Vientiane?          ? 
  B.   Vientiane is in the Central  B.    
    part of Laos.          
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NOTES 
 
1)  Except for "South "and "North" all compass points are compounds: 
 
    "East":    "sun" + "to come up" 
 

    "West":    "sun" + "to fall" 
 
  Compounds such as Southeast are made with "direction": 
 
   "Northwest" :  

 "West" + "direction" + "North" 
 
   "Southeast :  

"East" + "direction" + "South".  
  
"Northeast " are formed in a similar fashion. 

 
2)  In longer Noun phrases "of " must be used so that the relationship between the 

parts of the NP are clear, as in:  
 
    

"The Southeasttern part of Laos." 
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Cycle 20 
 
M-1 

        To put (it) down      ¸¾¤Ä¸û 

           To stand (it) up      ª̃¤Ä¸û 

        To run out        ÀÀìÈºº¡ 

 
 
 Where are you going to      À¥í¾¦ò¸¾¤ບ ້ມÄ¸ûÃ¦? 

 put the book? Over here?   ? ?   Ä¸û²š®î? 
 
 Where are you going to    ?  À¥í¾¦ðª̃¤Âª½Ä¸ûÃ¦? 

 set the table up? Over here?  ?     Ä¸û²š®î? 
 
    What exit are you going     ? À¥í¾¦òÀÀìÈºº¡Ã¦? 

 to run out through?     ?     ºº¡²š®î? 
 (The one) here? 
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M-2 
    To put (something) down    ¸¾¤Ä¸û 

    To leave (something)    ʾ    ¯½Ä¸û 

    To stick (something) on     ªò©Ã¦È 

    To take (something) out    Àºö¾ ... ºº¡ 

To drop           «™´ìô¤ 

 
 
 I'm going to take the book    ¢ûº¨¦ðÀºô¾ ›̄´Ä¯   

 over there and put it down.       ¸¾¤Ä¸û²÷û. 
 
 I'm going to take my car     ¢ûº¨¦òÀºö¾ìö©¢Éº¨Ä¯  

 over there and leave it.    ʾ     ¯½Ä¸û²÷û. 
 
 I'm going to take the picture   ¢ûº¨¦òÀºö¾»ø®Ä¯ 

 over there and stick it up.       ªò©Ã¦È²÷û. 
 
 
 
C-1 
  A.  Where are you going to put  A.  
    this book? over here?      ?? 
  B.   No. I'm going to take this   B.   
    book and put it over there.      
 
 
C-2 
  A.  Are you going to take this   A.  
    book and leave it over there?    ʾ? 
  B.   No. I'm going to leave this   B.   ʾ 
    book here.            
 
 

NOTES 
 

1) In Lao Verb Compounds are used in situations where Verb + preposition or Verb would 
be used in English:  
 
"to put something in a place and leave it there":  
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"to put, place" + "to leave for future use" :  
"to pour, dump something out":  
"to pour, dump" + "to go down";  
"to set something up and leave it there":    
"to put something in a standing position" + "Leave for future use"    
"to shoot towards" : 
"to shoot a firearm; etc.  " + "to put in";   
"to escape out through" :  
"to run" + "to go out". 

 
2)  If we analyze an English verb like "bring", we will see that at least two  things are 

involved: (1) taking hold of something and (2) moving it from one place to another in the 
direction of the speaker.  In Lao both of these  actions are reflected in the verb 
combination  NP 
("to take hold of" + "to go towards the speaker)  NP is used to indicate 
that the action is away from the speaker. 

 
  (a) Any object that is to be carried occurs after thus  
    "take the book away", etc.. 
 
  (b)  A series of other verbs may occur after  etc.    
  "to take (it) over there and leave it". 
 
3)  means literally "to throw down" but corresponds to English "drop". 
 
4)  ʾ means "to leave something", thus ʾ "to divorce your wife";  
  ʾ "to leave something temporarily." 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.   In the sentence is  

(a) a series of Nouns, (b) Verb + Preposition, (c) a series of verbs,  
(d) none of these. 

 
2.  True or false?  means "to bring". 
 
3.  in the Verbs Compound indicates that (a) the speaker has  no 

further use for something, (b) He has further use for it, (c) There is  no reference to 
further use. 

 
4.  Match these Lao sentences with the English sentences: 

(a)  (a) He didn't drop his umbrella 

 

  (b)ʾ   (b) Is the policeman aiming his      
                gun over there? 
 
  (c)  (c)  Put his pencil over there. 
    
 
  (d)   (d) Where is he going to leave     
               his hat? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________ 

Answers: 1c, 2false, 3b, 4a and c, b and d, c and a, d and b
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Cycle 21 
 
M-1                     

   In the box            Ã¡ñ® 

   On top of the cabinet      Àêò¤¹ìñ¤ªøû 

   In the drawer         Ãì™§ï¡ 

   In the can          Ã¡½¯º¤ 

   Beside the bench      ¢û¾¤ û́¾„¤ 

 
 

 Where? In this box?   ?  µøÈÃ¦? µøÈÃ¡ñ®š®ð? 
          ? 
 
 Where? On top of this ?   µöÈÃ¦? µöÈÀêð¤¹ìï¤ªöûšš®î?  
 cabinet ?     ? 
 
 Where? In this drawer? ?   µöÈÃ¦? µöÈÃì™§ï¡š®ð? 
          ? 
 
 Where? In this can?    ?   µøÈÃ¦? µøÈÃ¡½ È̄º¤š®î? 
          ? 
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M-2 

    Bag               «ö¤  

    Package             ¹Ò 

    Bottle, classifier        ÀÀ¡û¸,  ¹È¸¨ 

    Glass, classifier        ¥º¡,  ¹È¸¨ 

    Basket, classifier      ¡½ªÈ¾,  ¹È¸¨ 
 
 
 In that bag         µöÈÃ«ô¤̃. 

  
 In that package.        µöÈÃ¹Ò̃. 

  
 In that bottle.    µÈöÃÁ¡û¸¹È¸¨̃. 

             
 In that glass.    µÈöÃ¥º¡¹È¸¨̃. 

               
 In that basket.   µÈöÃ¡½ªÈ¾¹È¸¨̃. 

             
 
 
 
C-1 
  A.  Where? In this box here?  A.  ?

? 
  B.   No.In that box there.    B.    
 
C-2 

A.  Where? In that bottle    A.  ?
  there?            ? 

  B.   No. In this bottle here.   B.    
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NOTES 
 
1)  As can be seen in this grammatical exposition, may function both as a 

Determiner and as an adverb of place: 
 
 
 

   
                   
 
   (It)  is    in    box      this    here.) 
 

"It's in this box here." 
 
  A complete list of words functioning like   is given here: 
 
     Determiner         Adverb of Place 
 
     "this"          "here" 
 
                  "around here" 
 
     "that"            "here" 
 
                   "way over there" 
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APPLICATION 
 
1. In the sentence is (a) NP,   

(b) preposition, (c) determiner, (d) averb. 
 
2.  In the sentence above is (a) NP, (b) determiner, (c) adverb  
  (d) none of these. 
 
3.  Complete the following sentences using the English translation as a guide: 
 
  (a)       "In that basket there." 
  (b)    ? "On top of this cabinet    

                   here?" 
  (c)     ? "Beside that bench way    

                  over there? 
 
  (d)      ?          "Where?" 
  (e)               "Way over there." 
  (f)                "Near here." 
  (g)            " In that bag." 
  (h)         "In that bottle there." 
  (i)          "On top of this cabinet      
                  here?." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________ 

Answers:  1d, 2b, 3(a) , (b)   (or) ,  (c) ,  (d) 
,  (e) ,  (f) (or ),  (g) ,  (h) ,  
(i)  
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Cycle 22 

 
M-1 

   Open the door          Ä¢¯½ªø 

   Close the window         ºñ© È̄º¤µû¼´ 

   Lock the drawer       Ã¦È¡½ÀÀ¥ì™§ï¡ 

   Unlock the trunk       Ä¢¡½ÀÀ¥¹ó® 

   Go down the stairs         ìô¤¢̃Ã© 

 
 

 Are you going to open    À¥í¾¦ðÄ¢¯½ªöšš®î? 
 this door ?   ? 
  
 Are you going to close   À¥í¾¦ðºï© È̄º¤µû¼´šš®î? 
 this window?  ?  
  
 Are you going to lock   À¥í¾¦ðÃ¦¡½ÀÀ¥ì™§ï¡š 

 this drawer ?                    ?      ®ð? 
   
 Are you going to unlock   À¥í¾¦ðÄ¢¡½ÀÀ¥¹ñ®šš®î? 
 this trunk?                      ?    
 
 Are you going down      À¥í¾¦ðìô¤¢̃Ã©šš®î? 
 these stairs?  ?  
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M-2    Open the door       Ä¢¯½ªø 

     Change the tire        È̄¼µ¾¤ 

     Go to     Ä¯¹¾ 

     Help, (classifier)      §Èº¨À¹ìõº 

     Contact, communicate    ªò©ªÒ¡ñ® 
 
 

 I'm going to open the           ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¢¯½ªø. 
 door.                         
 
 I'm going to change the       ¢ûº¨¦ò È̄¼µ¾¤ລົ. 
 tire.                         
 
 I'm going to go see          ¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯¹¾°Èö̃. 
 that person .                     
 
 I'm going to go and help     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯§Èº¨À¹ìõº°Èø 

 that person .                                            ̃. 
 
 I'm going to go and contact     ¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯ªð©ªÒ¡ï®°Èö̃. 
  that person .                                     
 
 
 
C-1 
 
  A.  Are you going to close this  A.   
    window over here?       ? 
  B.  No. I'm going to close that  B.   
    window over there.        
 
C-2 
 
  A.  Are you going to go down  A.   
    those stairs over there?     ? 
  B.  No. I'm going to go down  B.   
    these stairs over there?     
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NOTES 
 

1)   and may serve to indicate the location of the Noun Phrase they follow as in 
the example below: 

 

 
"I will change that tire over there." 

 

In this example the reference is to a particular thing which is in a particular place.   If a 
person didn't understand the statement above, his question  would be 
?Which tire?" 

 

2)  "to open, unlock",  "to close", and "to put in" occur in     
 constructions like these: 
 

  etc.   "to open the door, window, 
                       closet, etc. 
 

      "to unlock the door, trunk, 
  etc.             closet, drawer, etc." 
 

        "to close the door, etc." 
 

       "to lock the door, etc." 
  etc.
 

3)  + Person     means     "to go to see a person". 
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4)   + Person  means  "to contact someone (in person, or by      
            telephone, or some other way)." 
 
 

APPLICATION 
 
1.  Complete the following sentences using the English translation as a guide: 
 

    (a)        ? 
 
      "Are you going to unlock this door over here?. 
 

    (b)         
 
      I'm going to see that friend over there." 
 

    (c)        ? 
 
      "Isn't he going to close this closet?" 
 

    (d)        
 
      "I'm going to cantact that oerson over there." 
 

    (e)        
 
      "I'll help her." 
 
2.  Read the Noun Phrases and answer the questions: 
 

   (a)     ?          
 

   (b).     ?           
 

  (c)      ?         
 

   (d)  ?         
 

3.  In the NP is (a) determiner (b) adverb (c) verb  

  (d) none of these. 
 

4.  In the NP above, (a) indicates the location of  (b) modifies  , (c) has 
no grammatical relationship to. 

 
_________________________ 
 Answers: 1(a) , (b) , (c) , (d) , (e) , 2(a) ,  

(b) , (c) , (d) , 3b, 4a 
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Cycle 23 
 
M-1 

  To read, book, (classifier)       ºÈ¾, ›̄´, (¹ô¸) 

  To fix, car, (classifier)         ÀÀ¯¤, ìö©, (£ñ) 

  To use, thing, these        Ã§û¢º¤, À¹ì‣¾–š 

  To wash, jacket, (classifier)   §ï¡, À¦œºº¡, (°ó) 
 
 
 Are you going to read     À¥í¾¦ðºÈ¾ ›̄´¹ô¸šš®î? 
 this book?    ? 
 
 Are you going to fix this    À¥í¾¦ðÀÀ¯¤ìô©£ïšš®ð? 
 car ?                            ? 
 
 Are you going to use       À¥í¾¦òໃ§û¢º¤À¹ì‣¾šš®î?  
 these things?                       ? 
 
 Are you going to wash     À¥í¾¦ð§ï¡À¦œºº¡°óš®ð? 

 this jacket ?                   ?®ð? 
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M-2      
   To read, book,(classifier)   ºÈ¾, ›̄´, (¹ô¸) 

   To print, type; letter      ²ò´, ¹ñ¤¦õ 

   To buy, paper           §œ, À¥É¼ 

   To explain; matter, about    ຉີÀ້À¥¤; Àìœº¤ 

 
 
 I'm going to read              ¢ûº¨ºÈ¾ ›̄´¹ô¸š  
 this book.                                                               
   
 I'm going to type                     ¢ûº¨¦ò²ð´¹ï¤¦óš 
 this letter.                                    
 
 I'm going to buy                             ¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯§œÀ¥É¼. 
 paper.       
 
 I'm going to explain     ¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯§šÀÀ¥¤Àìœº¤š 
 this matter.                
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M-3 
    
    To repair, fix              ÀÀ¯¤ 

    Engine, motor,       À£•º¤¥ï¡, (¹È¸¨) 

    machine, (classifier) 
    To assemble            ¯½¡º® 

    To charge (electricity)          ¦¾¡ 

    Bowl                «û¸¨ 

    Plate                 §¾´  

    Those              À¹ì‣¾–̃ 

    Wash                ìû¾¤ 
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M- 4 

   Tire (car), (classifier)     µ¾¤ìô©, (À¦̃) 

   Patch                ª¾® 

   Lamp, (classifier)      ª½¡¼¤, (¹È¸¨) 

   To light                Äªû 

   Blanket              °û¾¹‣´ 

   Those              À¹ì‣¾̃ 

    To distribute           ÀÀ¥¡µ¾¨ 

   Bed, (classifier)         ª¼¤, (¹È¸¨) 

   To set up               ª̃¤ 

 

 
 
C-1 
  A.  Are you going to read this book   A.   
    over here?             ? 
  B.   No. I'm going to read it over    B.    
    there.               
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C-2 
  A.  Is he going to bring that   A.   
    bulldozer over here and     ? 
    fix it? 
  B.   No. He is going to take   B.    
    it over here and fix it.       
 
 
C-3 (With reference to Cycles 20, 21 and 22) 
 

  Tutor:  "He is going to read this book here."  
      "" 

 
  A.   What is he going to do?     A.   ? 

  B.   He is going to read a book.    B.    
 
  A.  Which book is he going to read?  A.  ? 
 
  B.   He is going to read this book.   B.    
 
  A.  Where is this book?      A.  ? 

  B.   This book is here.       B.    
 
  A.  Where is he going to read the   A.  ? 
 
  B.   I don't know.         B.    
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C-4 
  Tutor:  "He is going to change that tire over there."  

" " 
 
  A.  What is he going to do?     A.  ? 
 
  B.   He is going to change a tire.   B.    
 
  A.  Which tire is he going to     A.   
    change?            ? 
 
  B.   He is going to change     B.    

that tire.            
 

  A.  Where is he going to change it?  A.  ? 
 
  B.   He is going to change it over   B.    
    there. 
 
  A.  Where is that tire?       A.  ? 
 
  B.   I don't know.         B.    
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NOTES 
 

1)  If instead of indicating the location of a particular object  the 
reference is to the location of a particular activity,  + LOC is attached to the main VP 
as illustrated below: 

 

  
             
 
 (I      will   change   tire    that  (I will be)  over there. 
 
      "I will change that tire (in that spot) over there." 
 

The emphasis here is on where the changing will take place not on the particular tire to 
be changed; hence, the question which would elicit this response is: 

 
   "Where will you change the tire?" 
 
2)   "group, bunch" is frequently used with Count Nouns to indicate        
  "plurality". 
 
          "these thing" 
 
         "those blankets" 
 

3)  A list of unit classifiers and the nouns they are used with is given below: 
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    Classifier          Noun Referent 
 
     "head"             "book" 
 
     "vehicle             "automobile" 
 
                    "bulldozer" 
 
    "cloth"          "jacket" 
 
     "unit" (It is used for      "engine" 
        fruit,  
         machines,         "lamp" 
          furniture,  
         equipment, etc.)        "bed" 
         
                        "battery" 
     
     "string"              "tire" 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.   In each of the following sentences indicate whether the emphasis is on the location of 

the NP or the VP by writing NP or VP in the blank after the sentence; 
 

(a)       
 

(b)        
 

(c)?        
 

(d)?    
 
  (e)        
 
2.   Complete the following sentences using the English as a guide:  
 
  (a)        
     "Are you going to read this book?: 
 
  (b)         
      "I'm going to explain this mater over there." 
 
  (c)             
     "Bring that bulldozer over here and fix it." 
 
  (d)        

"He is going to take those blankets over there and distribute them." 
 
  (e)              
    "I'm going to wash this jacket over here." 
 
  (f)            
     "He's going to take that tire over there and patch it." 
 
 
 
 
 
___________________________ 

Answers: 1(a) VP  (b) NP  (c) NP  (d) VP  (e) VP,  2 (a)  (b)  (c) 
  (d)  (e)  (f)  
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Cycle 24 
 
M-1 

    Zero     ¦ø       Six    ¹ö¡ 

    One     ‡¤        Seven   À¥ñ© 

    Two     ¦º¤       Eight    ÀÀ¯© 

    Three    ¦¾´       Nine    À¡í¾ 

    Four     ¦†        Ten    ¦ò® 

    Five     ¹û¾ 
 
 
 
M-2 

Eleven.                                      ¦ò®Àºñ© 

Twelve                                     ¦ò®¦º¤ 

Twenty.                                    §¾¸ 

Twenty one                                  §¾¸Àºñ© 

Twenty two                                 §¾¸¦º¤ 

Thirty.                                     ¦¾´¦ò® 

Thirty one                                   ¦¾´¦ò®Àºñ© 

Thirty two.                                 ¦¾´¦ò®¦º¤  

Hundred.                                    »ûº¨ 

One hundred and one               »ûº¨Àºñ© 

Thousand.                    ²ñ 

One thousand and one           ‡¤²ï¡ï®‡¤ 

One thousand one hundred         ‡¤²ï‡¤»ûº¨        

                    ¹ìõ  ²ñÀºñ© 

One thousand two hundred              ²ñ¦º¤ 

"One thousand one hundred and          ²ñÀºñ© ¡ñ® 

One thousand one hundred is          ²ñÀºñ© À ñ̄ 

Two thousand two hundred"        ¦º¤²ñ¦º¤   
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M-3 

           Multiply      £ø 

           Divide       ¹¾ 

           Subtract      ìö® 

           Subtract     Àºö¾ºº¡ 

           Add        ®¸¡ 

           Add        ¦ö´ 

 
 

 What is two and five?       ¦º¤¡ï®¹û¾À ï̄Àê‣¾Ã©? 
           ? 
 
 What is fourteen time     ¦ð®¦†£ö¦¾´À ï̄Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 three?        ? 
   
 What is four divide       ¦†¹¾Ã¹û¦º¤À ï̄Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 by two?        ? 
   
 What is eight minus      Á¯©ìö®¦¾´À ï̄Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 three?        ?  
  
 What is twenty six       §¾¸¹ö¡®¸¡À¥ñ©À ñ̄  

 and seven?      ?     Àê‣¾Ã©? 
  
 What is thirty two      ¦¾´¦ò®¦º¤¦ö´¦º¤À ñ̄ 

 plus two?       ?     Àê‣¾Ã©? 
  
 What is fifty one      ¹û¾¦ò®Àºñ©Àºö¾ºº¡¹ö¡  

 minus six?       ?     À ï̄Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 
C-1 
    
A.  ... and ... is how much?    A.   
B.  ... and ... is ... ...       B.   
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C-2 
    
A.  ... and ... is ..., isn't it?   A.   . 
B.   No, it isn't ... and ... is ...   B.    
 
 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  The Lao numerical system is a decimal system and with a few exceptions complex 

numbers are made by multiplying by and/ or adding to the numbers from 1 to 10. 
 
  The numbers from 1 to 10 are: "1", "2", "3", "4",  
    "5",  "6", "7", "8", "9", "10". 
 

Multiples of ten (except for 20) are made by putting the multiplier in front of ten, thus 30 
is (3x10), 70 is (7x10), 13 is (10+3), 34 is 
(3x10+4), etc.   20 is ; 22 is  etc. 

 
The number one alone is , but in compounds it is -, thus 21   is ; 51, 
 61, etc. 

 
100 is , but 101 is   400 is 
.  and  are interchangeable.  means 
"1100";  1001 is  

 
2)   means "and" or "plus" when used as a connective between Nouns, NP, and 

numbers.   It indicates that something has been added. 
 
  (1)    "two plus three is five" 
 

  (2)    "the teacher and students" 
 

   is not used as a sentence connective.  
 
3)  "how much, how many" is used to request a numerical or quantitative 

response: 
 
  Q:   
     "How much is 32 and 2?" 
 
  A;  . "34". 
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APPLICATION 
 

1.  If the correct Lao form is written after the Arabic number, write "correct"  after the Lao; if 
it is incorrect, write in the correct Lao form. 

 
  (a)   93:                  
 

  (b)  27:                   
 

  (c)   71:                 
 

  (d)  58:                  
 

  (e)  101:                   
 

  (f)   24:                    
 

  (g)  605:                 
 

  (h)  42:                    
 

  (i)   1:                        
 

  (j)   25:                   
 
2.  Write in the correct answers to the following problems.  Use Arabic numbers. 
 
  (a)                     
 

  (b)               
 

  (c)               
 

  (d)                    
 

  (e)               
 
 
            
Answers: 1(a) correct,  (b) ,  (c) ,  (d) ,  (e) 

correct,  (f) correct,  (g) correct,  (h) ,    
(i) ,  (j) ,  2(a) 14,  (b) 80,  (c) 577,  (d) 0,  (e) 116 
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Cycle 25 
 
M-1 

    Today              œ́š 

    Tomorrow             œ́º• 

    The day after tomorrow        œ́»ó 

    Yesterday           œ́¸¾š 

    Day before yesterday         œ́§ó 

    Three days ago           œ́¡Èº 

    Four days ago         ¦† œ́¡Èº 

 

 
 What day is today?     ? œ́šÀÀ È́¸ï¹ ï̈¤? 
  
 What day is tomorrow?    ? œ́º•ÀÀ È́¸ï¹ ï̈¤? 
  
 What day is the day     ? œ́»óÀÀ È́¸ï¹ ï̈¤? 
 after tomorrow? 
  
 What day was yesterday?      œ́¸¾šÀÀ È́¸ï¹ ï̈¤? 
             ? 
  
 What day was the day        œ́§óÀÀ È́¸ï¹ ï̈¤? 
 before yesterday?      ? 
  
 What day was three days      œ́¡ÈºÀÀ È́¸ï¹ ï̈¤? 
 ago?           ? 
  
 What day was four days       ¦† œ́¡ÈºÀÀ È́¸ï¹ ï̈¤? 
 ago?           ? 
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M-2 
     Sunday       ¸ñº¾êò© 

     Monday         ¸ñ¥ñ 

     Tuesday      ¸ñºñ¤£¾ 

     Wednesday       ¸ñ²÷© 

     Thursday      ¸ñ²½¹ñ© 

     Friday         ¸ñ¦÷¡ 

     Saturday        ¸ñÀ¦ö¾ 

 

 
 Today is Sunday.     œ́šÀÀ È́¸ïº¾êò©. 
 
 Today is Monday.       œ́šÀÀ È́¸ï¥ï. 
 
 Today is Tuesday.     œ́šÀÀ È́¸ïºï¤£¾. 
 
 Today is Wednesday.     œ́šÀÀ È́¸ï²õ©. 
 
 Today is Thursday.    œ́šÀÀ È́¸ï²½¹ï©. 
 
 Today is Friday.        œ́šÀÀ È́¸ï¦õ¡. 
 
 Today is Saturday.       œ́šÀÀ È́¸ïÀ¦ô¾. 
 
 
 
C-1 
  A.  What day is today?   A.  ? 
  B.   Today is ...........     B.    
 
C-2 
 

A.  Yesterday was ..., right?   A.   
B.   No, yesterday was ......   B.  
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NOTES 
 

1)  "day" is used in constructions indicating relative time, thus: "today",  
"tomorrow", etc..   is also used when referring to a period of time, thus 
"two days",  "half a day" etc. 

 
"day" is usesd when giving the names of the days of the week: 
"Sunday",  "Tuesday", etc. 

 
2)  When asking the day of the week,  

"What day is today?" is used. 
 
3)  "before", "ago" is used to refer to a specific time in the past: 

 "four days ago", etc. 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.  Starting with the assumption that today is Wednesday fill in the blanks: 
 

  (a)                      
 

  (b)                    
 

  (c)                    
 

  (d)                       
 

  (e)                     
 

  (f)                      
 
 
2)  Starting with the assumption that today is Sunday, fill in the blanks below: 
 

    (a)          
 

    (b)         
 

    (c)         
 

    (d)         
 

    (e)          
 

    (f)         
 

    (g)         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           
Answers: 1 (a) (b)  (c)  (d)     

(e)  (f)  2 (a) (b)   
(c)  (d)  (e)  (f)   
(g)  
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Cycle 26 
 
M-1 

   January      ñ́¤¡º ( ö́¡¡½ë¾) 

   February            ¡÷´²¾ 

   March             ó́¾ 

   April              À´¦¾ 

   May            ²ô©¦½²¾ 

   June             ò́«÷¾ 

   July     ¡ðì½¡ö© (¡ðë½¡½©¾ )  

   August             ¦ò¤¹¾ 

 
  

 January is the first month.     ḯ¤¡ºÀÀ È́À©óºêñ‡¤, 

 What's the next month?    ?    ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤? 
 

 February is the second month.     ¡÷´²¾ÀÀ È́À©õºêó¦º¤, 

 What's the next month?    ? ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤? 
 

 March is the third month     ó́¾ÀÀ È́À©õºêó¦¾´, 

 What's the next month?    ?    ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤? 
 

 April is the fourth month        À´¦¾ÀÀ È́À©óºêñ¦†, 

 What's the next month?    ? ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤? 

 

 May is the fifth month.     ²ô©¦½²¾ÀÀ È́À©õºêó¹û¾, 

 What's the next month?   ? ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤? 
 

 June is the sixth month.      ò́«÷¾ÀÀ È́À©õºêó¹ö¡,  

 What's the next month?   ? ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤?  
 

 July is the seventh  month.      ¡ðì½¡ö©ÀÀ È́À©õºêóÀ¥ñ©, 

 What's the next month?     ? ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤? 

 

 August is the eighth month.    ¦ò¤¹¾ÀÀ È́À©õºêóÀÀ¯©, 

 What's the next month.    ?   ªÒÄ¯ÀÀ È́À©õº¹ ñ̈¤? 
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M-2 
 
 
 The month after January     ¹ìñ¤¥¾¡À©õº ö́¡¡½ë¾ 

 is February.           ÀÀ È́À©õº¡÷´²¾. 
 
 The month after February      ¹ìñ¤¥¾¡À©õº¡÷´²¾ 

 is March.             ÀÀ È́À©õº ó́¾. 
 
 The month after March      ¹ìñ¤¥¾¡À©õº ó́¾ÀÀ È́ 

 is April.              À©õºÀ´¦¾. 
 
 The month after April is      ¹ìñ¤¥¾¡À©õºÀ´¦¾ 

 May.            ÀÀ È́À©õº²ô©¦½²¾. 
 
 The month after June       ¹ìñ¤¥¾¡À©õº²ô©¦½²¾ 

 is March.            ÀÀ È́À©óº œ́«õ¾. 
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M-3 
    January       ñ́¤¡º ( ö́¡¡½ë¾ ) 

    December             êñ¸¾ 

    November     ²½¥ò¡ (²ô¦¥ò¡¾) 

    October               ª÷ì¾ 

    September            ¡ñ¨¾ 

    August              ¦ò¤¹¾ 

 
 
 The month before January      ¡ÈºÀ©õº ñ́¤¡º 

 is December.          ÀÀ È́À©õºêñ¸¾. 
 
 The month before         ¡ÈºÀ©õºêñ¸¾ 

 December is November.       ÀÀ È́À©õº²½¥ò¡. 
 
 The month before November     ¡ÈºÀ©õº²½¥ò¡ 

 is October.           ÀÀ È́À©õºª÷ì¾. 
 
 The month before October    ¡ÈºÀ©õºª÷ì¾ 

 is September.            ÀÀ È́À©õº¡ñ¨¾. 
 
 The month before         ¡ÈºÀ©õº¡ñ¨¾ 

 September is August.        ÀÀ È́À©õº¦ò¤¹¾. 
 
 The month before August    ¡ÈºÀ©õº¦ò¤¹¾ 

 is July.              ÀÀ È́À©õº¡ðì½¡ö©. 
 
 
C-1 
  A.  ... is the ... month.     A.   
    What's the next?        
  B.   The next is ........     B.   
 
C-2 
  A.  What's the month after ..  A.   
  B.   The month after ... is ...   B.    
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C-3 
  A.  What's the month before..?    A.  ? 
  B.   Before ... is ...        B.   
 
 

 
NOTES 

 
1) The names of the months in Lao are (in order): 


 

   
 
2)  Ordinal numbers (first, second, etc.) are formed by placing before Cardinal 

numbers (one, two, etc.): "first", "third",   "60th", 
"89th" etc.   

 
3)   "next" is a Verb Phrase made up of "to join, extend" + " 

(to go) forward" (in this type of construction).   may be used to indicate an 
extension in time or space.  In time expressions it normally refers to future time. 

 
    "What month is next?" 
 
4)  "after " is a Verb phase and refers to time. It may be followed by NP, VP, or 

S. 
 
  With NP:       "After January" 
 
  With NP:        "After eating" 
 

With S:  "After he went to the 
                market....."  

 
5)   "before, previous" is a verb. It refers only to time. 
 
  It may be followed by NP, VP, or S. 
 
   Before NP:  "Before December" 
 
   Before VP:   "Before going to eat" 
 
   Before S :   "Before he went....." 
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APPLICATION 
 

1.  Fill in the blanks with the name of the month: 
 
  (a)  ?
 
  (b) 
 
  (c)  
 
  (d) 
 
  (e) 
 
  (f) 
 
 
2.  Fill in the blanks with the number of the month: 
 
  (a)          
 
  (b)         
 
  (c)       
 

 (d)          
 
  (e)         
 

  (f)          
 
 
3.  Fill in the blank with oras required: 
 

 (a)       [] 
 
  (b)       
 
  (c)     
 

 

 

 

_________________________ 

 Answers: 1 (a)   (b)   (c)   (d)    
(e)   (f)   ,  2 (a)   (b)   (c)   (d)   (e)   
(f) , 3 (a)   (b)   (c)   
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Cycle 27 
 
M-1 

   Today                 œ́š 

   Birthday                ¸ñÀ¡ó© 

   Lao New Year            ó̄Ã¹ È́ì¾¸ 

   Independence Day        ¸ñÀº¡½ì¾© 

   Constitution Day     ¸ñëñ«êñ´´½ø 

   Labor Day            ¸ñññ¡ñ´´½¡º 

 
 
 What's the date today?    œ́šÀÀ È́¸ïêñÀê‣¾Ã©? 
           ? 
 
 What's your birth date?      ¸ñÀ¡ó©À¥í¾ÀÀ È́¸ñêó 

           ?    Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 What's the date of the      ó̄Ã¹ È́ì¾¸ÀÀ È́¸ñêó 

 Lao New Year?     ?    Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 What's the date of       ¸ñÀº¡½ë¾©ÀÀ È́¸ñêó 

 independence Day?   ?    Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 What's the date of     ¸ñëñ«êñ´´½øÀÀ È́ 

 constitution Day?    ? ¸ïêñÀê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 What the date of labor     ¸ñ¡ñ´´½¡ºÀÀ È́ 

 Day?         ?    ¸ïêñÀê‣¾Ã©? 
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M-2 
    Born                  À¡ó© 

    Get married            ÀÀªÈ¤¤¾ 

    Have a date             ó́ñ© 

    Have an appointment          ó́ñ© 

    Begin a trip          ºº¡À©óê¾¤ 

    Arrive             Ä¯´¾ »º© 

 
 
 What date were you born?      À¥í¾À¡ñ©¸ïêñÀê‣¾Ã©? 
             ?  
 
 What date did you get     À¥í¾ÀÀªÈ¤¤¾¸ïêñÀê‣¾ 

 married on?        ?       Ã©? 
 
 What date do you have a     À¥í¾ ñ́ï©¸ïêñÀê‣¾Ã©? 
 date on?         ?   
 
 What date did you begin       À¥í¾ºº¡À©óê¾¤¸ñêó 

 your trip?         ?   Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 What date did you arrive    À¥í¾Ä¯»º©¸ïêñÀê‣¾Ã©? 
 there?          ? 
 
 
C-1 
 
  A.  What's the date today?    A.  
                  ? 
  B.   Today is the 14th of May   B.    
    1970.             
                   
C-2 
  A.  What date were you born?   A.  
  B.   I was born on the fifteenth   B.    
    of January nineteen        
    forty-one.           
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C-3 
  A.  You are going to begin your trip  A.   
    on the ninth, right?          
  B.   No. I'll begin my trip on the    B.    
    tenth of March.           
                    

 
 

NOTES 
 

1)   (lit.  the how many-eth day)  "What day?"  is used in asking for 

dates.  In the response the sequence of elements is (a) day  (b) month (c) year. 
 
  Q:  ? "When were you born?" 
 

A:  "I was born January 15, 1941." 
    
       
 
 
  (a)  day  :    "the fifteenth" 
 
  (b)  month :       "January" 
 
  (c)  year  : (Lit.  year thousand nine hundred 
                 forty one) "1941" 
 

"year" always precedes the designation for year.  The year is always given thusly; 

. (one thousand....hundred .....) and never: 
(nineteen hundred.....) 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.  On a separate piece of paper write out in full the dates given below, then check your 

answers: 
 
  (a)  May 7, 1931      (b) September 23, 1919 
 
  (c)  February 1, 1947    (d) December 25,  1963 
 
  (e) August 30, 1926    (f)  April 14, 1970 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
    Answers: 1 
  

(a)      
(b)    
(c)  

(d)  

(e)    
(f) 
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Cycle 28 
        
M-1 

         Day         œ́ 

         Year          ó̄ 

         Week       º¾êò© 

         Occasion      Âº¡¾© 

         Time, when     À¸ì¾ 

         Hour        §‣¸Â´¤ 

         Month         À©õº 

 
 
 When(what day)     ?    À¥í¾¦ðÄ¯´œÃ©? 
 will you go? 
 
 When (what year)     ?    À¥í¾¦òÄ¯¯óÃ©? 
 will you go? 
 
 When (which week)    ?  À¥í¾¦òÄ¯º¾êò©Ã©? 
 will you go? 
 
 When (on what occasion  ?  À¥í¾¦òÄ¯Âº¡¾©Ã©? 
 will you go? 
 
 When will you go?     ?  À¥í¾¦òÄ¯À¸ì¾Ã©? 
 
 Which hour will you go?   ?  À¥í¾¦ðÄ¯§‣¸Â´¤Ã©? 
 
 What month will you go?  ?    À¥í¾¦òÄ¯À©õºÃ©? 
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M-2 
   Second hour         §‣¸Â´¤êñ¦º¤ 

   Next week             º¾êò©¹û¾ 

   Next year               ó̄¹û¾ 

Tomorrow               œ́º• 

On the occasion of          ÃÂº¡¾© 

   That Luang festival       ®÷ê¾©¹ì¸¤ 

   When you arrive      À¸ì¾À¥í¾´¾»º© 
 
 
 I will go at the second    ¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯§‣¸Â´¤êñ¦º¤. 
 hour.          
 
 I will go next week.     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯º¾êò©¹û¾. 
 
 I will go next year.       ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯¯ó¹û¾. 
     
 I will go tomorrow.       ¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯´œº•. 
 
 I will go on the occasion   ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ÃÂº¡¾© 

  of That Luang festival.       ®÷ê¾©¹ì¸¤. 
     
 I will go when you arrive.  ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯À¸ì¾À¥í¾´¾»º©. 
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M-3 
    Enter school         À¢í¾Â»¤»¼ 

    Give birth             ºº¡ìø¡ 

    Report to the police      ÀÀ¥û¤ª¿¹ì¸© 

    Return (it) to him     Àºö¾£õÃ¹ûì¾¸ 

 
 
 When will you enter        œ́Ã©À¥í¾¦ðÀ¢í¾Â»¤»¼? 
 school?         ? 
 
 When will you have you   ? œ́Ã©À¥í¾¦ðºº¡ìö¡? 
 baby? 
 
 When will you report to      œ́Ã©À¥í¾¦ðÀÀ¥û¤ªî¾¹ì¸©? 
 the police.         
 
 When will you return it    œ́Ã©À¥í¾¦ðÀºô¾£óÃ¹û 

 to him?         ?        ì¾¸. 
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M-4 

     To go on a pleasure trip      Ä¯êÈ¼¸ 
     (or walk) 
     To teach              ¦º 
 
 
 What are you going to do     œ́šÀ¥í¾¦ðÀ»ï©¹ ï̈¤?  
 today?          ? 
 
 Where are you going to      º¾êð©šÀ¥í¾¦ðÄ¯Ã¦?  
 go this week?       ? 
 
 What are you going to        §‣¸Â´¤šÀ¥í¾¦ð»¼¹ ï̈¤?  
 study this hour?       ? 
 
 Where are you staying       À¸ì¾šÀ¥í¾²ï¡µöÈÃ¦?  
 at the present time?     ? 
 
 Where is he going to go     ñ̄šì¾¸¦ðÄ¯ê¼È¸Ã¦? 
 on a pleasure trip this year?  ? 
 
 Who is she going to teach      œ́¸ï¥ïšì¾¸¦ò¦ºÃ°?  
 this Monday?        ? 
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M- 5 

     To fish            ªô¡À®ñ© 

     Picnic          ¡òÀ¢í¾ È̄¾ 

     Seashore        ÀÀ£´ê½Àì 

     Sightseeing      êñ¦¾¥º 

     Foreign country      ªÈ¾¤¯½Àê© 

 
 
 This week I'm going    º¾êð©š¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯ªò¡À®ï©.  
 to go fishing.       
  
 Next week I'm going     º¾êò©¹É¾¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯¡òÀ¢í¾ 

 to go picnicking.           È̄¾. 
   
 This weekend I'm going    êÉ¾¨º¾êð©š¢ûº¨¦ðÄ¯ÀÀ£´  

 to go to the seashore.    ê½Àì. 
  
  
 Next month I'm going to     -À©-õº¹É¾¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯êñ¦¾ 

 go sightseeing.         ¥º. 
  
 In two weeks I'm going    ºó¡-¦º¤-º¾êò©¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ªÈ¾¤ 

 to go abroad.        ¯½Àê©. 
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C-1 
   A.  What day are you going?   A.   
   B.   I am going today.      B.    
 
C-2 
   A.  Is she going?        A.  ? 
   B.   Yes, she is going.      B.    
 
C-3 
   A.  What are you going to do   A.  ? 
     today? 
   B.   Today I'm going to go     B.   
     picnicking.            
 
C-4 
   A.  What year will you complete  A.   
     your studies?          ?     
   B.   I'll complete my studies next  B.   
     year.              
 
 

NOTES 
 

1)  Time Expressions, such as etc. may occur in sentence initial or 
sentence final position with little or no difference in meaning. Their position is determined 
by the type of sentence they occur in.  (1) When they occur in sentences with 
as question words, they are in sentence initial position: 

 

  Q :     "What are you going to do today?" 
 

  A :   "Today I'm going to go to work." 
 
2)  When they occur in other types of sentences, they may occur in sentence initial or 

sentence final position: 
 

  Q :  "When will you start school? 
 

  Q :  "When will you start school?" 
 

  A :  "I'm starting tomorrow." 
 

  A :             "Tomorrow". 
 

might occur in a statement, but it would not 
occur in a response to a question. 

 

3)  "which, what" may occur after time words like "day", "week", 
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"year" etc. with the meaning "one particular unit of time":  "what day? " 
"which year?", etc.... or it may occur after  "time" with the meaning 
"indefinite time": "When (what time)" 

 
4)  "time" is used in the following senses:  
 
   (a) a time for doing something  
 
       "time to eat" 
 
   (b) a particular moment or period of time  
 
       "when (the time ) he arrived" 
 

In this last sense it may serve as a connector between the Main Sentence and an included 
sentence as illustrated in the example below: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"I will go when you come." 
 
   "before" and "after" can replace in the construction above 
 
 

    

S 

NP VP 

N 

NP MV 

NP VP 

S 
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APPLICATION 
 

1.  In the sentenceis (a) AP 
  (b) NP (c) MV (d) time expression. 

 

2.  A possible answer to the question ? would be  
(a) (b) (c)(d) 

 

3.  Which of the following are acceptable answers to the question 
(a)  (b)  
(c) (d) (e) all of these. 

 

4.  Give reasonable answers to the following questions:  
 

  (a) ? (b) ?  
 

  (c) ? (d) 
 

 ?(e)? 
 

5.  Using  as a connective, combine the following pairs of sentences. 
 

  (a)         
 

  (b)         
 

  (c)       
 

  (d)      
 

  (e)        
 

  (f)       
 

6.  Repeat No. 5 using as a connective. 
 

8. Repeat No. 5 using as a connective. 
 
 
___________________________________ 

Answers: 1b and d,  2d,  3e,  4(a) (or) 
(b)  (c)  (or) 
 (d)  (or)  (e)  (or) 
  5 put in the 
spaces between sentences  6 put  in the spaces   
7 put  in the spaces. 
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Cycle 29 
 
M-1 

     Eight               ÀÀ¯© 

     Ten                ¦ò® 

     Eight, half          ÀÀ¯©, À£…¤ 

     Nine, fifteen        À¡í¾, ¦ò®¹û¾ 

     Seven, ten of       À¥ñ©, ñ̈¤¦ò® 

     Five, twenty          ¹û¾, §¾¸ 

     Three, 15 of     ¦¾´, ñ̈¤¦ò®¹û¾ 

     Four, ten           ¦†, ¦ð® 

     Six, half            ¹ô¡, À£…¤ 

 
  

 It's eight o'clock.         ©¼¸šÀÀ¯©Â´¤. 
 

 It's ten o'clock.    .       ©¼¸š¦ð®Â´¤. 
 

 It's half past eight      ©¼¸šÀÀ¯©Â´¤À£…¤. 
 

 It's nine fifteen.      ©¼¸šÀ¡í¾Â´¤¦ð®¹û¾. 
 

 It's ten to seven (6:50).    ©¼¸šÀ¥ï©Â´¤ ñ̈¤¦ò®. 
 

 It's 5:20.          ©¼¸š¹û¾Â´¤§¾¸. 
 

 It's 2:45.            ©¼¸š¦¾´Â´¤ ï̈¤¦ð®¹û¾. 
             

 

 It's 4:10.          ©¼¸š¦†Â´¤¦ð®. 
 

 It's 6:30.          ©¼¸š¹ô¡Â´¤À£…¤. 
 
 
 
M-2 

 

 
 What time is it?    ?   ©¼¸š ¥ï¡Â´¤Áìû¸? 
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C-1 
 
   A.  What time is it?    A.  ? 
   B.   It's ...............     B.   ................. 
 
 

 
NOTES 

 
1)   "o'clock" is used in asking and telling time. 
  
   Asking the time: 
 
       +   Number  (Q)  +   
 
                
 

"What time is it?" 
 
2)  Telling time: 
 
    +  Number  +   +  part of hour 
 
             
 

(Now  it's 8 o'clock15) 
 

"It's 8:15." 
 

If it is after the half hour, the number of minutes remaining before the hour is indicated 
by putting "yet" after the hour followed by the number of minutes remaining: 

 
                  
 
       (ten    o'clock   yet     ten) 
 

"10 minutes to ten." 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.  Using the numbers as a guide, complete the following time expressions: 
 
  (a)            (8:15) 
 
  (b)             (9:00) 
 
  (c)             (9:50) 
 
  (d)           (4:30) 
 
  (e)      ?    (What time is it?) 
 
  (f)            (5:10) 
 
  (g)        (1:35) 
 
  (h)            (7:30) 
 
2. Look at your watch and write out in full the correct time on this line,         

  
           . 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
Answers:  1 (a) ,  (b) (c)  (d) (e) (f) 

(g)  (h) 2 You'll have to decide what the correct answer to 
this is yourself. 
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Cycle 30 
 
M-1 

     Eight, morning        ÀÀ¯©, À-§í¾ 

     12, noon       ¦ò®¦º¤, ê¼È¤ 

     2, afternoon        ¦º¤, ®È¾¨ 

     5, evening         ¹û¾, ÀÀì¤ 

     9, night        À¡í¾, ¡¾¤£õ 

     11, half         ¦ð®Àºï©, À£…¤ 
 
 
 I go shopping at 8 in      ¢ûº¨Ä¯§œ¢º¤Á¯©Â´¤ 

 the morning.                À§í¾. 
 
 I go shopping at 12      ¢ûº¨Ä¯§œ¢º¤¦ð®¦º¤  

 noon.              Â´¤êÈ¼¤. 
 
 I go shopping at 2 in     ¢ûº¨Ä¯§œ¢º¤®È¾¨¦º¤ 

 the afternoon.              Â´¤. 
 
 I go shopping at 5 in       ¢ûº¨Ä¯§œ¢º¤¹û¾Â´¤ 

  the evening.               ÀÀì¤. 
 
 
 I go shopping at 9 in      ¢ûº¨Ä¯§œ¢º¤À¡í¾Â´¤ 

 the evening.            ¡¾¤£õ. 
 
 I go shopping at          ¢ûº¨Ä¯§œ¢º¤¦ð®  

 11:30.             Àºï©Â´¤À£…¤. 
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M-2 
       School        Â»¤»¼ 

       Work         À»ñ©¡¾ 

       Shop         §œ¢º¤ 

       Have coffee    ¡ò¡¾À³ 

       Drink tea     ©•´Õ§¾ 

       Sleep          º 

       Swim        ìº¨Õ 
 
 
 What time do you go to     À¥í¾Ä¯Â»¤»¼¥ñ¡Â´¤? 
 school?         ?       
   
 What time do you go      À¥í¾Ä¯À»ñ©¡¾¥ñ¡Â´¤? 
 to work?        ?       
 
 What time did you       À¥í¾Ä¯§œ¢º¤¥ï¡Â´¤? 
 go shop?        ?       
 
 What time do you go to     À¥í¾Ä¯¡ò¡¾À³¥ñ¡Â´¤? 
 drink coffee?       ?      
 
 What time do you go to      À¥í¾Ä¯©•´Õ§¾¥ï¡Â´¤? 
 drink tea?        ?     
 
 What time do you go to   ? À¥í¾Ä¯º¥ñ¡Â´¤? 
 bed? 
 
 What time do you go to     À¥í¾Ä¯ìº¨Õ¥ñ¡Â´¤? 
 swim?         ?       
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M-3 
    School             Â»¤»¼ 

    9:00 a.m.          À¡í¾Â´¤À§í¾ 

    To work             À»ñ©¡¾ 

    8:30 a.m.         ÀÀ¯©Â´¤À£…¤ 

                   ªºÀ§í¾ 

    To shop            §œ¢º¤ 

    11 a.m.          ¦ò®Àºñ©Â´¤À§í¾ 

    Drink coffee          ¡ò¡¾À³ 

    3 p.m.          ®È¾¨¦¾´Â´¤ 

 Drink tea           ©•´Õ§¾ 

4:30 p.m.       ®È¾¨¦†Â´¤À£…¤ 

To sleep               º  

10:00 p.m       ¦ò®Â´¤¡¾¤£õ 

Go to the movies        Ä¯À®…¤§ñÀ,ຮນູເງາົ  

    7:00 p.m.         À¥ñ©Â´¤ÀÀì¤ 

    Go swimming         Ä¯ìº¨Õ 

    12 noon       ¦ò®¦º¤Â´¤êÈ¼¤ 

 
 

 I go to school at 9:00      ¢ûº¨Ä¯Â»¤»¼À¡í¾ 

 a.m.                   Â´¤À§í¾. 
 

 I go to work at 8:30      ¢ûº¨Ä¯À»ñ©¡¾ÀÀ¯© 

 a.m.              Â´¤À£…¤ªºÀ§í¾. 
 

 I went shopping at         ¢ûº¨Ä¯§œ¢º¤¦ð®Àºï© 

 11 a.m.              Â´¤À§í¾. 

 
 

                             Continued... 
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M-3 Continued 
 
 I go to bed at 10:00 p.m.     ¢ûº¨Ä¯º¦ò®Â´¤ 

                ¡¾¤£õ. 
     
 I went to the movies at     ¢ûº¨Ä¯À®…¤§ñÀÀ¥ï©  

 7:00 p.m.            Â´¤ÀÀì¤. 
     
 I go swimming at twelve    ¢ûº¨Ä¯ìº¨Õ 

 noon.             ¦ò®¦º¤Â´¤êÈ¼¤. 
 
 
 
C-1 
    
A.  What time you go to swimming?    A. 

? 
B.   I will go at quarter to 9.       B.   
                   
 
C-2 
    
A.  Where did he go?         A.   
B.   He went to have coffee.       B.   
A.  What time did he go?        A.   
B.   He went at ten past eight.      B.   . 
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NOTES 
 
1  Words designating the part of the day like "a.m." are usually placed after  in 

time expressions, thus 
 
     "7 a.m."       "12 noon". 
 
     "5 p.m."    "11 p.m."  
 

The approximate period of time referred to by such terms as , etc. is indicated on the 
clock faces below. 
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APPLICATION 

 
1.  Complete the following examples: 
 
  (a) 9:00 a. m          
  (b) 1:30 p.m.        

  (c)  5:00 p.m.        
  (d)  12:00        
  (e) 4:00 p.m.      
  (f)  11:00 a. m.      
  (g)  10:00 p.m.             
  (h)   8:00 p.m.      
  (i)  6:50          
  (j)   3:20 p.m.       
  (k)  10:30 a.m.          
  (I)  12:15 p.m.            
 
2.  Complete the blanks with the time that you normally do the things indicated: 
  (a)        
 (b)            

(c)         
  (d)         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________ 
 Answers:  1(a)   (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)  (f)   

(g)  (h)  (i)  (j)  (k)   
(l)   2 You will have to check own answers here. 
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Cycle 31 
 
M-1 

    To rest            À§ô¾À •́º¨ 

    Minute            ¾êó 

    Ten                ¦ò® 

    To take vacation        ²ñ¡°Èº 

    Week             º¾êò© 

    Three              ¦¾´ 

    Day               œ́ 

    Four                ¦† 

                  Month               À©õº 

    Two               ¦º¤ 

    Year                ó̄ 

    Six                ¹ö¡ 

       Second           ¸ò¾êó 

    Thirty-five         ¦¾´¦ò®¹û¾ 

                 Hour             §‣¸Â´¤ 

    Half               À£…¤ 

       One and a half hours    §‣¸Â´¤À£…¤ 
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 He rested ten minutes.       ì¾¸À§ô¾À •́º¨¦ð®¾êñ. 
           
 
 He took three weeks      ì¾¸²ñ¡°Èº¦¾´º¾êò©. 
 vacation.         
 
 He was sick for four     ì¾¸®Ò¦½®¾¨¦† œ́. 
 days. 
 
  
 He spent six years      ì¾¸µøÈÀ ṍº¤º¡¹ö¡ ó̄. 
 abroad.          
 
  
 He was in line for one       ì¾¸À¢í¾ÀÀ«¸§‣¸Â´¤À£…¤. 
 and a half hour.           
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M-2 

  To be in Laos, year        µøÈÀ ṍº¤ì¾¸, ó̄ 

  To lose one's way              ¹ìö¤ê¾¤ 

  Hour                   §‣¸Â´¤ 

  To read                    ºÈ¾  

  Lesson                  ®ö©»¼  

  Minute                  ¾êó 

  To travel                À©óê¾¤  

  Week                  º¾êò© 

  To fight a war               ªóÀ¦ò¡  

  Day                     œ́ 

 

 
 How many years was he      ì¾¸µøÈÀ ṍº¤ì¾¸¥ñ¡ ó̄? 
 in Laos?         ? 
 
 How many hours was he        ì¾¸¹ìô¤ê¾¤¥ï¡§‣¸Â´¤? 
 lost?           ? 
 
 How many minutes did     ì¾¸ºÈ¾®ö©»¼¥ñ¡ 

 he read the lessons?     ?       ¾êó? 
 
 How many weeks did he     ì¾¸À©óê¾¤¥ñ¡  

 travel?          ?        º¾êò©? 
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M-3 
     To rest, take vacation       ²ñ¡°Èº 

     To practice            ±ô¡¹ñ© 

     To leave        ʾ     ¯½Ä¸  

     Car                  ìö© 

     To delay, be delayed         §ñ¡§û¾ 

     To imprison              ¢ñ¤  

     To control           £¸®£÷´ 

 
 
  How long will you take      -À¥í¾¦ò²ñ¡°Èº 

  for vacation?       ?         ©ö¯¾Ã©? 
 
  How long will you           À¥í¾¦ò±ô¡¹ñ© 

  practice?        ?        ©ö¯¾Ã©? 

 
  How long will you leave      À¥í¾¦ð¯½ìô©À¥í¾Ä¸ûš 

  your car here?      ?    ©ö¯¾Ã©? 
 
  How long will you be       À¥í¾¦ò§ñ¡§û¾ 

  delayed?        ?        ©ö¯¾Ã©? 
 
     How long will you keep     À¥í¾¦ò£¸®£÷´ì¾¸ 

 him under control?     ?      ©ö¯¾Ã©? 
 
 
C-1 
   A.  What is he going to do?     A.  ? 
   B.   He is going to (take a rest.)   B.    
   A.  How many (minutes) will he   A.   
     (rest)?             ? 
   B.  (Twenty minutes).       B.   
 
C-2 
    
A.  What are they going to do?   A.   
B.  They are going to (take a    B.   
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  vacation.)            
A.  How long will they be going?   A.   
                   
B.   (Two weeks)         B.    
 
 

NOTES 
 

1).  The following words are used for various periods of time:"year",  "month", 
"week", "day", "hour", "minute", and 
 "second."  If one wishes to find out precisely how many units of time 
(hour, minute, etc.) were used in a particular activity+ Time Unit is used: 
 "how many weeks", etc.   The question can be put in a more general and 
less precise way by saying  (lit. long to what extent) "how long?" 
is always used in situations in which the speaker has no idea how long 
a time was involved (hence no knowledge of  what time units the response might be 
given in.) 

 
2)   "half" may occur before or after a Time Unit.   When it occurs before the unit it 

means "half of the unit": "half a day","half a year", etc.   
 

When occurs after a time unit, it means "one and one half units": 
"one and a half hours", "one and a half minutes", 
etc.   

 
If numbers precede a time unit and follows it, means "one half is added to 
the other number":  

 
   "3 1/2 days","6 1/2 years." etc. 
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APPLICATION  
 

1.  Fill in the blanks below with the correct information: 
 

  (a)  _____________ 
 

  (b)  60____________________ 
 

  (c)  _________________  24   
 

  (d) 30 _____________________ 
 

  (e)  60 1 __________________ 
 

  (f)  4 240 ________________ 
 

  (g) 12 1 _____________________ 
 

  (h)  7 1 ______________________ 
 

  (i)  86,400 _______________ 
 

  (j)  __________________(how many hours?). 
 

  (k)  __________________  (how long?). 
 

  (I)  __________________ (half an hour).  
 

  (m) ______________(9 1/2 days) 
 

  (n)   _____________________ (1 1/2 years). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
______________________________ 

Answers: 1 (a)  (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)   
(f)  (g)  (h)  (i)  (j)  (k)   

(l)  (m)  (n) 
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Cycle 32 
 
M-1 

   To have time, enough        ó́À¸ì¾, ²ð 

   To use                   Ã§û 

   To save                 ÀÀ²¤Ä¸û 

   To lose time, because of     À¦ñ¼À¸ì¾, û̈º 

 
 
 
 What did you use this     À¥í¾Ã§ûÀ¸ì¾šÀ»ï©¹ ï̈¤? 
 time for?       ?  
 
 What did you save the      À¥í¾ÀÀ²¤À¸ì¾Ä¸ûÀ»ñ© 

 time for?       ?          ¹ ñ̈¤? 
 
 What caused you to      À¥í¾À¦ñ¼À¸ì¾ û̈º 

 lose time?       ?            ¹ ñ̈¤? 
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M-2 
     To cook            £ö¸¡ò 

     To fix, motor bike      ÀÀ¯¤, ìö©¥ñ¡ 

     To rest            À§ö¾À ṍúº¨ 

     To look for, friend     §º¡¹¾, À²•º 

 
 
 I don't have enough time    ¢ûº¨®Ò ó́À¸ì¾²ð¦ð¾ìñ® 

 to cook.           £ö¸¡ò. 
  
 I used this time to fix       ¢ûº¨Ã§ûÀ¸ì¾šÀÀ¯¤ìô© 

 the motorbike.            ¥ñ¡. 
 
 I saved this time for        ¢ûº¨ÀÀ²¤À¸ì¾šÄ¸ûÀ§ô¾ 

 resting.              À •́º¨. 
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M-3 
   Study, week        »¼¹ñ¤¦õ, º¾êò© 

   Cook, hour         £ô¸¡ð, §‣¸Â´¤ 

   Look for, day           §º¡¹¾, œ́ 

   Fix the car, hour       ÀÀ¯¤ìô©, §‣¸Â´¤ 

   Lose time,                                        À¦ñ¼À¸ì¾,  

   Fix, television        ÀÀ¯¤, Âêì½êñ© 
 
 
 How many weeks do you      À¥í¾ ó́À¸ì¾»¼ 

 have for studying?      ?   ¹ñ¤¦õ¥ñ¡º¾êò©? 
 
 How many hours do you     À¥í¾ ó́-À¸ì¾£ö¸¡ò  

 have for cooking?      ?      ¥ï¡§‣¸Â´¤? 
 
     How many hours did you    À¥í¾Ã§ûÀ¸ì¾ÀÀ¯¤  

 use fixing your car?     ?       ìô©¥ï¡§‣¸Â´¤? 
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M-4 
   Have, month, eight         ó́, À©õº, ÀÀ¯© 

   Rest, minute          À§ô¾À •́º¨, ¾êñ  

   Fifteen                 ¦ò®¹û¾ 

   Use, eat               Ã§ûû, ¡òÀ¢í¾ 

   Thirty                 ¦¾´¦ò® 

   Explain, matter, twenty     §šÀÀ¥¤, Àìœº¤, §¾¸ 

   Fifteen                  ¦ò®¹û¾ 

   Wait for, five               «û¾, ¹û¾ 

 
 
 You have eight months to      À¥í¾ ó́À¸ì¾»¼²¾¦¾ 

 study Lao.          ì¾¸ÀÀ¯©À©õº. 
 
 You have fifteen minutes     À¥í¾ ñ́À¸ì¾À§ô¾À •́º¨ 

 to rest.               ¦ò®¹û¾¾êó. 
 
 You took thirty minutes     À¥í¾Ã§ûÀ¸ì¾¡òÀ¢í¾ 

 to eat.              ¦¾´¦ò®¾êó. 
 
 You wasted fifteen       À¥í¾À¦ñ¼À¸ì¾£ö¸¡ò 

 minutes cooking.           ¦ò®¹û¾¾êó. 
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C-1 
  A.  You don't have enough time  A.   
    for what?           ? 

B.   I don't have enough time   B.   
to cook.            . 

 
C-2 
  A.  How much time did you   A.   
    waste looking for him?     ? 
  B.   I wasted forty-five minutes.  B.   

 
                                  
                 
C-1 
  A.  Do you have enough time?   A.  ? 
  B.   Enough time for what?    B.   ? 
  A.  For (cooking).       A.   
  B.   Oh yes, I have tens of    B.  

minutes.            
 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  As was indicated in Cycle 28,   "time" may be followed by VP indicating some 

kind of activity:"time to eat / for eating". When is 
followed by "enough, sufficient",  "for the purpose of" occurs before the 
VP of Purpose: 

 

 (have time enough for (to) cook) 
 
                     "have enough time to cook" 
 

In questions the VP of purpose is replaced by 

?"You have sufficient time for what?" 

 
2)  "because of, due to" + VP of Activity is used to provide an explanation for some 

action: 
 

   (I lost time due to looking for my    
              friend.) 
 
                "I spent time (in vain) looking for my friend."  
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APPLICATION 
 
1)  Complete the following sentences: 
 
  (a)          (fix motorbike) 
 

  (b)         (to rest) 
 

  (c)        (due to) 
 

  (d)        (enough time) 
 

  (e)     ? (how many minutes) 
 

  (f)           (study Lao) 
 

  (g)             (for what?) 
 

  (h)    (how long?) 
 
2.  Answer the following questions: 
 

(a)  
 

 

  (b)  
 

(c) (Last Saturday) 
 

 

(d) 
 

 

  (e) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_______________________________ 

Answers: 1(a)   (b)  (c)  (d)  (e)   
(f)  (g)  (h)      

2 You can work out the answers yourself.  
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Cycle 33 
 
M-1 

         Bus       ìö©À´ 

         Boat          À»õº 

         Airplane     À»õº®ò 

         Car           ìö© 

         Bicycle      ìö©«ó® 

         Train       ìö©Ä³ 

         Tricycle      ¦¾´ìÓ 

 
 
 I will go by bus.      ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ð¾ìö©À´. 
 
 I will go by boat.        ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ð¾À»õº. 
 
 I will go by airplane.    ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ð¾À»õº®ò. 
 
 I will go by car.        ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ð¾ìö©. 
 
 I will go by bicycle.    ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ð¾ìö©«ó®. 
 
 I will go by train.      ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ð¾ìö©Ä³. 
 
 I will go by tricycle.     ¢ûº¨¦òÄ¯ð¾¦¾´ìÓ. 
 
 
 
M-2 

          With, by          ð¾ 

          How   VP +  ?   ÀÀ¸Ã©? 

 
 
 How will you go?   ?    À¥í¾¦òÄ¯ð¾¹ ñ̈¤? 
 

 How will you go?   ?   À¥í¾¦òÄ¯ÀÀ¸Ã©? 
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C-1 
   A.  How will you go?   A.  ? 
   B.  I will go by (car)    B.   
 
C-2 
   A.  How will you go?   A.  ? 
   B.  I will go by (boat)   B.   
 
 
À •́ºï¡»¼À¸í¾Áì½À¢í¾Ã¥®ô©»¼šÄ©É©ñÁìû¸  êÈ¾¥½¦º¡¾Ã§û¨¾²¾¹½½µÈ¾¤º•ºñ¡¡îÄ©É. 

¥ô¤Ã§ûÁªÈ¦…¤ê†ï¡»¼»öÉÀ¹ï Áì½ê†êÈ¾£ð©¸È¾¥½À ï̄¯Â¨©;  ®Ò©„¤̃¥½À ï̄¡¾À¦ï¼À¸ì¾ìû¾Å. 
 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  Mode of Transportation may be indicated by "(to go) along with" + Type of Vehicle 

following a verb of motion.  
 
     NP  +  MV  +   VP (Mode of Transportation) 
 
           
 
     (I      will go  go along with bus) 
 

"I will go by bus." 
 
2)  The Verb Phrase  + vehicle may be questioned in either of two ways: 
 
   Statement:    "I'll go by car". 
 
   Question I:  ?  "How will you go?  
 
   Question 2:  ?  "How will you go?” 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.  In the sentence  is (a) NP  

(b) VP  (c) preposition plus noun (d) MV (e) predicate. 
 
2.  In the question  probably refers to(a) person 
  (b) a vehicle(c) a motion(d) a place 
 
3.  In the question  means something like (a) how?

(b) manner, way(c) by what means?(d) what  (e) none of these 
 
4.  Complete the following sentences: 
 

  (a)      
 

  (b)     ? 
 

  (c)       
 

  (d)     
 

  (e)      
 
5.  Translate the following sentences into English: 
 

  (a)  
 

  (b) ? 
 

  (c)   
 

  (d)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________ 

Answers: 1b, 2b, 3b,  4(a)  (b)  (c)   (d)    
(e)  5(a) He'll go by train.  (b) How did you come to school?  (c) When 
you go to the restaurant, how will you go?  (d) How did your friend go? 
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Cycle 34 
 
M-1 

     A guide         ¾¨ê¾¤ 

     Return         ¡ñ®Ä -̄/´¾ 

     His children        ìø¡ì¾¸ 

     Consult           ô̄¡¦¾ 

     Colleagues     °øÈ»È¸´¤¾ 

     Live          º¾Ã¦µøú 

     Relatives        ²†ûº¤ 
 
 

 He will go with the       ì¾¸¦òÄ¯ð¾¾¨ê¾¤. 
 guide.         
 
 He will return with the      ì¾¸¦ò¡ñ®Ä¯ð¾¾¨ 

 guide.                ê¾¤. 
 
 He will return with his      ì¾¸¦ò¡ñ®Ä¯ð¾ìø¡ì¾¸. 
 children.        
  
 He will consult with his   ì¾¸¦ò ô̄¡¦¾ð¾ìø¡ì¾¸. 
 children.         

 
 He will consult with his    ì¾¸¦ò ô̄¡¦¾ð¾°øÈ»È¸´ 

 colleagues.            ¤¾ì¾¸. 
 
 He will live with his      ì¾¸¦òº¾Ã¦µÈøð¾°Èø»È¸´ 

 colleagues.         ¤¾ì¾¸. 
                
 He will live with his      ì¾¸¦ðº¾Ã¦µÈöî¾²†ûº¤ 

 relatives.             ì¾¸. 
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M-2 
     Ask permission      ¢ðº½÷¨¾© 

     Practice            ±ô¡¹ñ© 

     Cooperate           »È¸´¤¾ 

     Apply for a job          ¦ ñ́¡À»ñ©¡¾ 
  
 
 With whom is he going       ì¾¸¦òÄ¯±ô¡¹ñ©ð¾Ã°? 
 to go to practice?     ?  
 
 With whom is he going     ì¾¸¦òÄ¯»È¸´¤¾ 

 to go to cooperate?    ?         ð¾Ã°? 
 
 To whom is he going to       ì¾¸¦òÄ¯¦ ñ́¡À»ñ©¡¾ 

 go to apply for the job?   ?    ð¾Ã°? 
 
 
 
C-1 

A. Who are you going to consult  A.    
with?           ? 

B. I am going to consult with   B.    
the guide.            

 
C-2 

A. Who will come to live with   A.    
you?              ? 

  B.  My colleague is going to    B.  
    come to live with me.        
 
C-3 
  A.  What are you going to do    A.  
    with them?          ? 

B. I am going to practice with   B.    
them.             

 
NOTES 

 
1)  When is followed by NP in which the N is human, the relationship between the 
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persons involved may be any one of the following: 
 
   (a) Accompaniment: 
 
       
 
        "He will return with his child." 
 
   (b) Joint effort (with participants having equal status).  
 
       
 
        "He will consult with his colleagues." 
 
   (c)  Joint effort (with participants have unequal status). 
 
      ? 
 
        "Who is he going apply to for a job?" 
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APPLICATION 
 

1.  Translate the following sentences into English:  

(a) 

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e) 

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________ 

Answers: 1 (a) He will walk with the students.  (b) He will ride with me.  (c) He will study 
with the teacher (or under the teacher.)  (d) He will ask their pardon.  (e) He 
will go fishing with them.  (f) He will talk with (or to) the teacher.  (g) He lives 
in Laos with his father.  (h) He doesn't like to work with his boss.   
(i) He asked (to be allowed) to go into town with them.  (j) He won't consult 
with him. 
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Cycle 35 
 
M-1 

     To walk            È̈¾¤ 

     To drive         ¢ñ®ìö© 

     To run            ÀÀìÈ 

     To ride in a boat      ¢†À»óº 

     To jump over        Àª̃¢û¾´ 

     To swim         ìº¨Õ 
 
 
 I will walk.        ¢ûº¨¦ò È̈¾¤(Ä¯´¾). 
 
 I will drive (there)    ¢ûº¨¦ò¢ñ®ìö©(Ä¯´¾). 
 
 I will run.         ¢ûº¨¦òÀÀìÈ(Ä¯´¾). 
 
 I will go by boat.     ¢ûº¨¦ð¢†À»óº(Ä¯´¾). 
 
 I will jump over it.   ¢ûº¨¦ðÀª̃¢û¾´(Ä¯´¾). 
 
 
 
 
M-2 
        With, by          ð¾ 

        How       ?   ÀÀ¸Ã©? 

 
 

 How will you go?   ?   À¥í¾¦òÄ¯ð¾¹ ñ̈¤? 
 

 How will you go?   ?   À¥í¾¦òÄ¯ÀÀ¸Ã©? 
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M-3 
Walk                È̈¾¤         

Ride a horse         ¢† û́¾ 

     Travel          À©óê¾¤ 

     Exit              ºº¡ 

 
 
 He walked to the country  ì¾¸ È̈¾¤Ä¯®û¾º¡. 
 side.   
 
 He travels to the         ì¾¸À©óê¾¤´¾ 

 country side.               ®û¾º¡. 
 
 He went (come) out        ì¾¸ºº¡Ä¯(´¾) 

 to the country.              ®û¾º¡. 
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M-4 
       Walk              È̈¾¤ 

       Eat             ¡òÀ¢í¾ 

       Restaurant       »û¾º¾¹¾ 

       Drive            ¢ñ®ìö© 

       Read           ºÈ¾¹ñ¤¦õ 

       Library          ¹ûº¤¦ ÷́© 

       Ride on a bus      ¢†ìô©À´ 

       Visit              µ¾´ 

       House             À»õº 

       Run              ÀÀìÈ 

      

 
 I'll walk over to the       ¢ûº¨¦ò È̈¾¤Ä¯¡òÀ¢í¾µÈø 

 restaurant and eat.      »û¾º¾¹¾. 
 
 I'll drive over to       ¢ûº¨¦ò¢ñ®ìö©Ä¯ºÈ¾  

 library and read.      µÈø¹ûº¤¦ ÷́©. 
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M-5 
        Drive       ¢ñ®ìö©            

        Run          ÁìÈ 

 

 
 Where is he driving to?   ?  ì¾¸¦ò¢ñ®ìö©Ä¯Ã¦? 

 Where is he running to?   ?   ì¾¸¦òÀÀìÈÄ¯Ã¦? 
 
 
C-1 
 
A.  How are you going?     A.  ? 
B.  I'm going by bus.      B.   
 
C-2 
 
A.  How will she go?      A.  ? 
B.  She will walk.        B.   
 
C-3 
 
A.  Where are you traveling to?  A.  ? 
B.  I'm traveling to the country   B.   

side.               
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NOTES 
 
1)   and may occur as the Main Verb in the sentence indicating motion in a 

particular direction ("toward the speaker;  "away from the speaker"); 
 
     "to come to the restaurant" 
 
       "to go eat" 
 

and  also occur as secondary verbs indicating direction of motion after VP 
indicating type of locomotion "to walk", must follow VP 
of this kind: 

  
          "to drive (some place)" 
 
           "to come (some place) by boat" 
  
       "to walk (some place) to eat" 
 
     "to drive to the restaurant to eat" 
   
 
2)  Although and  both mean "How are (you) going?", 

there is a little difference in meaning between them.   suggests that you 
are going in some sort of vehicle; where as,  is simply a request as to 
how you are going from one place to another.  The following exchange will illustrate this 
difference: 

 
  Q:       "How are you going?" 
 
  A:  ,  "I'm not going in any kind of  

         vehicle.  I'm going to walk." 
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APPLICATION 
 
1.  Add  or  and rearrange the following sentence parts into sentences: 
 
  (a)   
 

  (b)  
 

  (c)   
 

  (d)  
 

  (e)  
 

  (f)  
 

  (g) 
 

  (h)  
 

  (i)  
 

  (j)   
 

  (k)  
 

  (l)  
 
 
 
_______________________________ 

Answers: Either  or  may be used.  ,   etc. may be used as 
the subject.   
(a)     
(b)     
(c)     
(d)      
(e)     
(f)    (g)   
(h)     
(i)      
(j)      
(k)     
(l)    
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Cycle 36 
 
M-1 
 
        To work         À»ñ©¸¼¡ 

        Walk          È̈¾¤Ä¯ 

        Buy             §œ 

        Sleep           º 

        Ask question         «¾´ 

           Answer           ªº® 

 
 
 Will you be able to work?  ?  À¥í¾¦òÀ»ñ©¸¼¡Ä©û®ð?  
 
 Will you be able to walk?  ?  À¥í¾¦ò È̈¾¤Ä¯Ä©û®ð?  
 
 Will you be able to buy?   ?     À¥í¾¦ð§œÄ©û®î?  
 
 Will you be able to sleep?  ?    À¥í¾¦òºÄ©û®ð?  
 
 Will you be able to ask?   ?   À¥í¾¦ò«¾´Ä©û®ð?  
 
    Will you be able to answer?   ?    À¥í¾¦òªº®Ä©û®ð?  
 
 
 
M-2 
 
 

 

 Yes, (I will be able to...)            Ä©û. 

 No, (I will not be able to...)         ®ÒÄ©É. 
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C-1 
   A.  Will you be able to work?   A. ? 
   B.  Yes.           B.   
 
C-2 
   A.  Will you be able to shoot?   A.  ? 
   B.  No.           B.   
 

 
 

NOTES 
 

1)  means "to be able, possible", and it normally occurs as VP (Predicate) with a 
Sentence as NP (Subject). 

 

         

Prev V

VPNP

S

V

VP

S

 
 
      (I     will   buy     be able) 
 
          "I will be able to buy it." 
 
 
2)  Negation of this type of sentence is: Sentence + : 
 
     "I can't go." 
 
  The question form is: Sentence +    "Can you ....?" 
 
  The affirmative response is:         "Yes, I can." 
 
  The negative response is:        "No, I can't." 
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APPLICATION 
 
1)  Change the following questions into "possibility" situations. 
 
  (a)  
 

  (b)  
 

  (c)  
 

  (d)  
 

  (e)  
 
2.  Change the following statements into statements indicating one's inability to do 

something. 
 
  (a)  
 

  (b)  
 

  (c)   
 

  (d)  
 

  (e)  
 
 
3)  Respond affirmatively to the questions in 1 above. 
 
4.  Give negative responses to the questions in 1 above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________ 

Answers: 1 Change  to     2 Add   to the sentence.   
3 The response to all questions is   4 The response to all questions is 
 . 
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Cycle 37 
 
M-1 

Drive              ¢ñ®ìö© 

Fix a car            ÀÀ¯¤ìö© 

      Speak English     À í̧¾²¾¦¾ºñ¤¡ò© 

      Take picture          «È¾¨»ø® 

 

 
 Do you know how to    ?   À¥í¾¢ñ®ìö©À ñ̄®ð?  
 drive? 
  
  Do you know how to fix   ?  À¥í¾ÀÀ¯¤ìö©À ñ̄®ð?  
 a car?  
 
 Do you know how to     À¥í¾À í̧¾²¾¦¾ºñ¤¡ò©  

 speak English?      ?         À ñ̄®ð?   
  
 Do you know how to take  ?  À¥í¾«È¾¨»ø®À ñ̄®ð? 
 pictures? 
 
 
 
C-1 
   A.  Do you know how to drive?    A. ? 
   B.  Yes, I do.           B.  
 
C-2 
   A.  Do you know how to fix a car?   A. ? 
   B.  No, I don't.          B.   
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NOTES 
 

1)  Compare S +constructions with S +  constructions 
 

        

S

NP VP Q

S

NP VP

MV NP

 
 
   (you    drive      car     know how   Q) 
 
      "Do you know how to drive?" 
 
 

The S +and S +  structure is identical; the difference arises from the 
difference in meaning between  "to know how to perform some  activity" and 
"to be able to do something". 

 
2)   The affirmative response to S +  is .  The negative response is .  

S +  constructions are negated by putting before  
 
3)   and  may be combined with questions as in these examples; 
 
      "What does he know how to do?" 
 
      "What can you buy?" 
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APPLICATIONS 
 
1)   This sentence indicates that (a) he doesn’t have any 

tools (b) doesn't know how to fix cars (c) he doesn't want to fix the car (d) he doesn't 
have a car. 

 
2)  If someone said,  this might indicate that (a) he doesn't 

feel like driving (b) he has his right leg in a cast (c) he forgot his driver's license (d) he is 
ill. 

 
3)  In the sentence  the subject of the sentence is (a) 

(b) (c)  (d)  
 
4)  Which of the sentences below means "I don't know how to shoot a gun"? 
 
  (a) (b)  
 
  (c) (d)  
 
5)  Change the following sentences to the negative: (a)  

(b) 
 
6)  Answer this question affirmatively: 
 
7)  Answer this question negatively:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 

Answers: 1b,  2b, c, or d,  3c,  4c,  5(a)    
(b)  6   7  
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Cycle 38 
 
M-1 

      To type          ªó¥ñ¡ 

      To take pictures       §ñ¡»ø® 

       To shop          §œ¢º¤ 

      To cut hair         ªñ©°ö´ 

      To build a house      ÷̄¡À»õº 

      To cook          £ö¸¡ò 

 

 
 Can she type?      ?    ì¾¸ªó¥ñ¡Ä©û®ð? 
 
 Can she take pictures?   ?   ì¾¸§ñ¡»ø®Ä©û®ð? 
 
     Can she cut hair?     ?   ì¾¸ªñ©°ö´Ä©û®ð? 
 
    Can she cook?      ?   ì¾¸£ö¸¡òÄ©û®ð? 
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M-2 
      Cook          £ö¸¡ò 

      Build a house      ÷̄¡À»õº 

      Cut the hair       ªñ©°ö´ 

      To shop        §œ¢º¤ 

      Take a picture      §ñ¡»ø® 

      Type          ªó¥ñ¡ 

  
 
 No, because she doesn't      ®ÒÄ©ûû À²¾½¸È¾ì¾¸ 

 know how to cook.           £ö¸¡ò®ÒÀ ñ̄. 
 
      No, because he doesn't       ®ÒÄ©ûû À²¾½¸È¾ì¾¸ 

 know how to cut hair.         ªñ©°ö´®ÒÀ ñ̄. 
 
      No, because he doesn't      ®ÒÄ©ûû À²¾½¸È¾ì¾¸ 

 know to take a picture.         §ñ¡»ø®®ÒÀ ñ̄. 
 
 No, because he doesn't          ®ÒÄ©ûû À²¾½¸È¾ì¾¸ 

 know to type.             ªó¥ñ¡®ÒÀ ñ̄. 
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C-1 
  A.  Can he cook?         A.  ? 
  B.  No, because he doesn't know    B.     
    to cook.               
C-2 
  A.  What does he know how to do?   A.  ? 
  B.  He knows how to build the     B.   
    house. 
 
 
 

NOTES 
 
1)  "because" is a sentence connective.  The sentence that follows   
stands in causal relationship to the one that precedes it. 
 
  Sentence 1:   
 
  Sentence 2:   
 
  S 1 + S 2:  
 
      "She can't cook because she doesn't know how (to cook)." 
 
2)  The difference in meaning between S + "to be in a position or situation to do 

something" and S + "to know how to do something" may be illustrated in sentences 
like this one:  

  
  ( 
 

"He is unable to (take a picture) because he doesn't know how to take a picture". 
 

However, there are situations in which  andmay be interchanged, as follows: 
 
  "You can't speak English." 
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APPLICATION 
 
1)  Complete the following sentences: 
 
  (a)        
 
  (b)  _________, 
 
2.  Fill in the blanks in the following sentences: 
 
  (a)  __________  
 
  (b) _________  
 
  (c)  ________   
 
3.  Fill in the blanks with pen or  as indicated. If either is possible, put in both. 
 
  (a)           
 
  (b)          
 
  (c)         
 
  (d)    ? 
 
  (e)         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
  

Answers: 1(a)   (b)  2a, b and c:    3(a)   (b)   
(c)   (d)    (e)  
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Cycle 39 
 
M-1 

           Buy        §œ 

           See       À¹ñ 

           Have       ó́ 

           Sell      ¢¾¨ 

           Get        Ä©û 

           Raise      ìû¼¤ 

 
 

How many horses did you buy?   ?  À¥í¾§œ û́¾¥ï¡Âª? 
  
How many horses did you see?   ?  À¥í¾À¹ñ û́¾¥ñ¡Âª? 
   
How many horses did you have?  ?  À¥í¾ ó́ û́¾¥ñ¡Âª? 
   
How many horses did you raise?   ?  À¥í¾ìû¼¤ û́¾¥ñ¡Âª? 
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M-2 
        Book          ›̄´ 

        Carpenter      §È¾¤Ä û́ 

        Dog           ¹´¾ 

        Orange       ¹´¾¡¡û¼¤ 

        Fish           ¯¾ 

        Picture         »ø® 

        Money, kip    À¤ò, ¡ó® 

 
  

 I see two books.       ¢ûº¨À¹ï ›̄´¦º¤¹ô¸. 
 
 I see two carpenters.   ¢ûº¨À¹ñ§È¾¤Ä û́¦º¤£ö. 
 
 I see two dogs.        ¢ûº¨À¹ñ¹´¾¦º¤Âª. 
 
 I see two oranges.   ¢ûº¨À¹ñ¹´¾¡¡û¼¤¦º¤¹È¸¨. 
 
 I see two fish.        ¢ûº¨À¹ñ¯¾¦º¤Âª. 
 
 I see two pictures.      ¢ûº¨À¹ñ»ø®¦º¤ÀÀ°È. 
 
 I see two kips.        ¢ûº¨À¹ñÀ¤ò¦º¤¡ó®. 
 

 
 
 
C-1 
   A.  How many fish did you buy?  A.  
   B.  Three.          B.  . 
 
C-2 
   A.  What do you see?       A. ? 
   B.  I see some dogs.       B.   
   A.  How many dogs do you see?   A.  ? 
   B.  Four.            B.   
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NOTES 
 
1)  When is the Main Verb in a Sentence and is followed by NP (object), it has the 

meaning "to get, earn, procure". 
 
    2  "I procured 2 books." 
 
2)  means "to look after, raise".  It may occur only with animate NP as objects. 
 
     "to raise" or "to take care of children" 
 
      "to raise horses" 
 
      "to raise animals" 
 
3)  means "artisan, skilled craftsman".  means "wood".   is used to 

refer to a "person who is skilled in working with wood", hence it includes carpenters, 
cabinet makers, coffin makers, etc... 

 
 
         NO APPLICATION PHASE 
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Cycle 40 
 
M-1 

          Table     ʾ       Âª½ 

          Animal            ¦ñ© 

          Book             ›̄´ 

          House           À»õº 

          Car             ìö© 

          Interpreter      ¾¨²¾¦¾ 

          Horse           û́¾ 
 
  
  This table.      ʾ        Âª½¹È¸¨š. 
 
  This animal.     .          ¦ï©Âªš. 
 
  This book.      .         ›̄´¹ô¸š. 
 
  This house.             À»óº¹ìï¤š. 
 
  This car.              ìô©£ïš. 
 
  This interpreter.    .   ¾¨²¾¦¾°Èöš. 
 
  This horse.            û́¾Âªš. 
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M-2 

This table    ʾ         Âª½¹È¸¨š 

This camera    ¡ûº¤«È¾¨»ø®¹È¸¨š 

This flashlight         Ä³¦¾¨ºïš     

This watch          Â´¤¹È¸¨š 

This gun          ó̄¡½®º¡š 

This shirt           À¦œº°óš  

This hat            ¹´¸¡¹È¸¨š 

 
 
 This table costs     ʾ   Âª½¹È¸¨šì¾£¾¹É¾ 

    500,000 kips.                »ûº¨²ñ¡ó®. 
            
 This camera costs        ¡ûº¤«È¾¨»ö®¹È¸¨š 

 500,000 kips.          ì¾£¾¹É¾»ûº¨²ñ¡ó®. 
    
 This flashlight costs       Ä³¦¾¨ºïšì¾£¾ 

 500,000 kips.              ¹É¾»ûº¨²ñ¡ó®. 
 
 This watch costs        Â´¤¹È¸¨šì¾£¾ 

 500,000 kips.      .         ¹É¾»ûº¨²ñ¡ó®. 
 
 This gun costs         ó̄¡½®º¡šì¾£¾ 

 500,000 kips.              ¹É¾»ûº¨²ñ¡ó®. 
 
 This shirt costs       À¦œº°óšì¾£¾ 

 500,000 kips.                ¹É¾»ûº¨²ñ¡ó®. 
 
 This hat costs        ¹´¸¡¹È¸¨šì¾£¾ 

 500,000 kips.                ¹É¾»ûº¨²ñ¡ó®. 
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M-3 
This pair of glasses        ÀÀ Ȩ̀ª¾£Èöš 

This pair of socks        «ô¤Àêí¾£öÈš 

This pack of cigarettes       µ¾¦ö®§º¤š 

     This box of matches         ¡ï®Ä³¡ï®š 

     This knife             ñ́©©¸¤š 

     This briefcase          ¡½À ô̄¾¹È¸¨š 

 
 
 How much does this pair   ÀÀ Ȩ̀ª¾£Èöšì¾£¾Àê‣¾Ã©? 

 of glasses cost?     ?       
 
 How much does this     «ô¤Àêí¾£öÈšì¾£¾Àê‣¾Ã©? 

 pair of socks cost?    ?       
 
  How much does this pack   µ¾¦ö®§º¤šì¾£¾  

 of cigarettes cost?    ?          Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 How much does this box    ¡ï®Ä³¡ï®šì¾£¾  

 of matches cost?    ?          Àê‣¾Ã©? 
 
 How much does this knife     ñ́©©¸¤šì¾£¾Àê‣¾Ã©? 

 cost?         ?         
 
 How much does this       ¡½À ô̄¾¹È¸¨šì¾£¾  

 briefcase cost?     ?          Àê‣¾Ã©? 
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M-4 
   Book (classifier)          ›̄´, ¹ô¸ 

   Meat, kilo          §š, ¡ñÂì 

   Crab (classifier)         ¡½ ø̄, Âª 

   Tomato (classifier)      ¹´¾¡Àì„, ¹È¸¨ 

   Watch, clock (classifier)      Â´¤, ¹È¸¨ 

 
 
 How many kips do these   ʾ   ›̄´šÀ¥í¾¢¾¨¹ô¸ 

 books cost apiece?     ?         ì½¥ñ¡¡òó®? 
 
 How many kips does this    §ššÀ¥í¾¢¾¨¡ñÂì 

 meat cost per kilo?      ʾ ?        ì½¥ñ¡¡ó®? 
 
 How many kips do these     ¡½ ȫšÀ¥í¾¢¾¨ 

 crabs cost each?      ʾ         Âªì½¥ñ¡¡ó®? 
 
 How many kips do these      ¹´¾¡Àì„šÀ¥í¾¢¾¨ 

 tomatoes cost apiece?    ʾ ?      ¹È¸¨ì½¥ñ¡¡ó®? 
 
  How many kips do these      Â´¤šÀ¥í¾¢¾¨ 

 watches cost apiece?     ʾ ?        ¹È¸¨ì½¥ñ¡¡ó®? 
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M-5 

 Fifty thousand kips         ¹û¾¦ò®²ñ¡ó® 

 320,000 kips        ¦¾´»ûº¨²ñ¡ó® 

 Seventeen cents            ¦ò®À¥ñ©À§ñ 

 Twenty-eight thousand kips    §¾¸ÀÀ¯©²ñ¡ó® 

 
 
 Fifty thousand kips each. ʾ  ¹ö¸ì½¹û¾¦ò®²ñ¡ó®. 
 
 320,000 kips per kilo.   ʾ    ¡óÂìì½¦¾´»ûº¨§¾¸²ñ¡ó®. 
            
 
 Seventeen cents each.  ʾ     Âªì½¦ò®À¥ñ©À§ñ. 
 
 Twenty-eight thousand kips ʾ   ¹È¸¨ì½§¾¸ÀÀ¯©²ñ¡ó®. 

  a piece.         
 
 
 
M-6 

        Take         Àºö¾ 

        Give       Àºö¾Ã¹û 

 

 
 O.K., take it!      !       Àºó, Àºö¾¦¾! 

 

 O.K., go ahead!     !       Àºó, Ä¯¦¾! 

 

 O.K., give it to him!   !   Àºó, Àºö¾Ã¹ûì¾¸¦¾! 

 

 O.K., eat it!      !       Àºó, ¡ò¦¾! 

 

 
C-1 
 

    A.  How much is this gun?   A.  
                 ? 
    B.  Twelve thousand kips.     B.   
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C-2 

   A.  What's this?       A.  ? 
   B.  It's a knife.        B.   
   A.  How much is this knife?   A.  
                 ? 
   B.  Forty-five thousand kips.  B.   
 
C-3 
   A.  How much do these     A.  ʾ 
     chickens cost apiece?     ? 
   B.  They are 53,000 kips each. B.  ʾ 
                                
       
C-4 
   A.  How many kips does   A.  ʾ 
     this meat cost per kilo?    ? 
 
   B.  It's 28,000 kips per kilo.  B.  ʾ  
                   
   A.  Can you make it 27,000  A.  ? 
      kips? 
   B.  No, I can't. Take it for   B.   
     275 kips.         
   A.  Please give me two   A.  
      kilos.                    
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NOTES 

 
1)  The following NP contains a CP (classifier phrase) ; 
 
 

      

NP

N CP

Cl det

 
 
 
  The classifier phrase marks the count noun as definite singular: 
 

     ʾ   "this table" 
 

     ʾ      "these tables" 
 

Some additional unit classifiers and their noun co-occurrents are given: 
 
    Unit Classifier            Noun 
 
        "body"              "animal" 
 

                        "chicken" 
 

        "object" (It can be used      "flashlight" 
        for most objects.) 
 

        "sheet like"            "hat" 
 

      "something shiny"          "knife" 
 

    "barrel"                "gun" 
 

      "objects in pairs"        "eye glasses" 
 

                     "socks" 
 

      "back”              "house" 
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With mass nouns ("meat", "water, etc.) metric rather than unit classifiers are 
used: 

 
    Metric Classifier             Noun 
 
     (either 1000 meters          "meat" 
         or 1000 grams) 
 
       "small box"           "matches" 
 
      "small package"        "cigarettes" 
 
      "kip (Laotian unit of currency) 
 
2)  When asking or giving the price of something  is used in a verb less 
sentence: 
 
 

     

S

NP NP

N NP  (quantity)

  
 
    (This table)      (price)      (500 kips) 
 
         "This table costs 500 kips." 
 
 
  In the question NP (quantity) is replaced by .  
 
    ?"How much is this knife?" 
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           APPLICATION 
 
1)  Fill in the blanks using English as a guide: 
 
  (a)             "these crabs" 
 

  (b)               "this meat" 
 

  (c)         "this pair of glasses" 
 

  (d)             "this horse" 
 

  (e)        "this camera" 
 

  (f)               "these watches" 
 

  (g)          "this briefcase, bag" 
 

  (h)           "these tomatoes" 
 

  (i)            "this tomato" 
 

  (j)     320,000   "320,000 kips per kilo" 
 

  (k)      ʾ  4,000,0000   "4,000,000 kips each (watches)" 
 

  (l)     ʾ  15,000  "15,000 kips a piece (books) 
 

  (m)       "how much a piece?" 
 

  (n) ʾ  30,000        "30,000 kips apiece" 
 

  (o)        "What's the price of this knife?" 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________ 
 

Answers: 1 (a)   (b)   (c)   (d)   (e)   (f)   (g) 
   (h)   (i)   (j) ʾ   (k)   (l)    
(m) ʾ  (n)   (o)  
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Cycle 41 
 

M-1 

  Buy anything?     ?        §œ¹ ï̈¤®î? 

  Go anywhere?     ?         Ä¯Ã¦®ð? 

  Going with anybody?   ?      Ä¯ð¾Ã°®ð? 

  To stay in any hotel?   ? ²ñ¡µøÈÂ»¤ÀÀ»´Ã©®ð? 

 

  
 Did he buy anything?   ?     ì¾¸§œ¹ ï̈¤®î? 
  
 Did he go anywhere?   ?     ì¾¸Ä¯Ã¦®ð? 
  
 Is he going with anybody? ?           ì¾¸¦òÄ¯ð¾ໃປ?  
  
 Is he going to stay in         ì¾¸¦ò²ñ¡µøÈÂ»¤ÀÀ»´®ð? 

 a hotel ?     ?      
 
 
 
M-2 
 
  
 Yes, he will buy one        §œ, ì¾¸¦ð§œÄ¡ÈÂª‡¤. 

 chicken.          
 
 Yes, he is going to see     Ä¯, ì¾¸¦òÄ¯¹¾¹ ð́. 

 the doctor. 
 
 Yes, he is going with his    Ä¯, ì¾¸¦òÄ¯ð¾ºû¾¨   

  older brother.                  ì¾¸.  
  
 Yes, he will stay in a       ²ñ¡, ì¾¸¦ò²ñ¡µøÈÂ»¤ 

 new hotel.              ÀÀ»´Ã¹ È́. 
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M-3 

   Mango (classifier)     ¹´¾¡ È́¸¤ (¹È¸¨) 

   Banana (classifier)     ¹´¾¡¡û¸¨ (¹È¸¨) 

   Vegetable, bunch         °ñ¡, ñ́© 

   Hot pepper, pack      ¹´¾¡À°ñ©, ¹Ò 

   Fish sauce, bottle      Õ¯¾, ÀÀ¡û¸ 

 
   
 Are you going to buy any     À¥í¾¦ð§œ¹´¾¡ È́¸¤¥ï¡ 

 mangoes?        ?       ¹È¸¨®ð? 
 
 Are you going to buy any     À¥í¾¦ð§œ¹´¾¡¡û¸¨ 

 bananas?        ?      ¥ñ¡¹È¸¨®ð? 
 
 Are you going to buy any       À¥í¾¦ð§œ°ï¡¥ï¡ ḯ©®î? 

 bunches of vegetable?   ? 
  
 Are you going to buy any     À¥í¾¦ð§œ¹´¾¡À°ï© 

 packages of hot pepper?  ?       ¥ñ¡¹Ò®ð? 
 
 Are you going to buy any    À¥í¾¦ð§œÕ¯¾¥ï¡ 

 fish sauce?       ?        ÀÀ¡û¸®ð? 
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M-4 
 
 
 I'm not going to read any    ¢ûº¨¦ð®ÒºÈ¾ ›̄´¥ï¡¹ô¸. 

  books. 
 
 I'm not going to buy any    ¢ûº¨¦ð®Ò§œÄ¡È¥ï¡Âª. 

 chickens. 
  
 I'm not going to buy any     ¢ûº¨¦ð®Ò§œ¹´¾¡¡û¸¨ 

 bananas.                  ¥ñ¡¹È¸¨. 
  
 I'm not going to teach      ¢ûº¨¦ò®Ò¦º¥ñ¡£ö. 

 anybody.  
  
 I didn't have any money    ¢ûº¨®Ò ó́À¤ò¥ñ¡¡ó®. 

 (Kips).  

 I do not know anybody.      ¢ûº¨®Ò»ûø¥ñ¡Å£ö. 
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M-5 

        Where            Ã¦ 

        Buy            §œ 

        With            ð¾ 

        Have money       ó́À¤ò 

        Know          »ûø¥ñ¡ 

        To want to get      µ¾¡Ä©û 

        To stay           ²ñ¡ 

        To ask (question)       «¾´ 
 
 
 I didn't go anywhere.          ¢ûº¨®ÒÄ¯Ã¦. 
  
 I didn't buy anything.          ¢ûº¨®Ò§œ¹ ñ̈¤. 
 
 I didn't go with anybody.       ¢ûº¨®ÒÄ¯ð¾Ã°. 
 
 I don't know anybody.     ¢ûº¨®Ò»ûø¥ñ¡°ÈøÃ©. 
 
 I don't know what day.      ¢ûº¨®Ò»öû¸È¾ œ́Ã©. 
 
 I don't know what he wants.      ¢ûº¨®Ò»øû¸È¾ì¾¸ 

                    µ¾¡Ä©û¹ ñ̈¤. 
 
 I don't know where he's        ¢ûº¨®Ò»øû¸È¾ì¾¸ 

 staying.                  ²ñ¡µøúÃ¦. 
 
 I didn’t ask anybody at all.     ¢ûº¨®ÒÄ©û«¾´°ÈøÃ©. 
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C-1 
  A.  Will you buy anything?     A.  ? 

  B.  Yes, I will buy two books.    B.   
 
C-2 
  A.  Are you going to buy any fish?  A.  ? 

  B.  No, I'm not going to buy any   B.  
    fish.               
 
C-3 
  A.  Are you going with anybody?   A.  ? 

  B.  No, I'm not going with      B.  ? 
    anybody. 

 
 

NOTES 
 

1)  means "fruit of a tree or plant", and is the first element in many Noun Compounds 
referring to fruits and vegetables,  "mango", "banana", 
"orange",  "hot peppers".  The general word for fruit is 
 however, does occur with this meaning in  

 
     "This tree has no fruit on it". 
 
2)  means literally "to tie up".  It is used to mean "bunch, or bundle" of  vegetables, 

etc. 
 
3)  "to wrap up" is used to refer to "packages, packets, etc" or things that are 

 wrapped in paper. It does not refer to boxes. 
 
4)  means "glass as a material". It is also used to refer to "glass bottles".  The word 

for a "glass to drink out of" is .is a "glass drinking glass". 
 
5)   and usually function as question words in sentences: 
 
          "Where are you going?" 
 
         "What is he going to sell?" 
 
   ?  "Who are you going to travel with?" 
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But in negative sentence or in question with , they function as indefinite nouns: 
 
   ?      "Did he buy anything?" 
 
   ?      "Did he go anywhere?" 
 
       "You didn't go with anybody" 
 
     "How many?"  functions as a question word in 
 
   ?   "How many books do you have? 
 

but in the negative sentence  "I don't have a single one 
(book)",  means "any" or "a single one".    "any" has a similar meaning in the 
affirmative question.  

  
 " Is he going to stay in any 

hotel at all?" 
 
         "No, the isn't going to stay in  
              any hotel." 
 

and  are both used in the negative for emphasis.  In cases where either 
and/or can be used    is usually more general in meaning.  Compare: 

 
     "I don't know anybody (in this group)." 
 
    "I don't know anybody (in this town.)" 
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APPLICATION 
 
1)  Translate the following sentences into Lao: (Write the answers on a separate piece of 

paper or say them aloud and check your answers). 
 
  (a) What do you see? I don't see anything. 
 
  (b) Where did your friend go? He didn't go anywhere. 
 
  (c)  Do you have any money? No, I don't have a single kip. 
 
  (d) Do you know anybody in Vientiane? No, I don't know a soul there. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 

Answers:  1 (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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Cycle 42 
 
M-1 

     To know her      »ûø¥ñ¡¡ñ®ì¾¸ 

     To go see            Ä¯À®…¤ 

     To taste             §ó´ 

     To buy               §œ 

     To ride              ¢† 

     To read               ºÈ¾ 

 

  
 Everybody wants to know      Ã°Å¡ðµ¾¡»øû¥ñ¡¡ñ®ì¾¸. 

 her.           
  
 Everybody wants to go see.   Ã°Å¡îµ¾¡Ä¯À®…¤. 
  
 Everybody wants to taste.    Ã°Å¡ðµ¾¡§ó´. 
  
 Everybody wants to buy.     Ã°Å¡îµ¾¡§œ. 
  
 Everybody wants to ride.    Ã°Å¡îµ¾¡¢†. 
  
 Everybody wants to read.     Ã°Å¡ðµ¾¡ºÈ¾. 
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M-2 
   She, pretty            ì¾¸, ¤¾´ 

   The film, good            ¹ñ¤, È́¸ 

   The food, delicious         º¾¹¾, ÀÀ§® 

   Thing, cheap           ¢º¤, «õ¡ 

   The car, new             ìö©, Ã¹ È́ 

   This book, interesting    ›̄´š, ¹û¾¦ôÃ¥ 

 
 
 She is very pretty.          ì¾¸¤¾´¹ì¾¨. 
 
 The film is very good.    .     ¹ñ¤ È́¸¹ì¾¨. 
  
 The food is very delicious.     º¾¹¾ÀÀ§®¹ì¾¨. 
 
 Thing are very cheap.       ¢º¤«õ¡¹ì¾¨. 
 
 The car is very new.          ìö©Ã¹ È́¹ì¾¨. 
 
 This book is very       ›̄´š¹û¾¦ôÃ¥¹ì¾¨. 

  interesting.         
 
 
 
C-1  
  A.   Is she pretty?       A.  ? 

  B.  Oh yes, she is very pretty.   B.   

    Everybody wants to know her.    
 
 
C-2 
  A.  Why does everybody want to   A.   

    know her?            

  B.  Everybody wants to know her  B.   

    because she is very pretty.     
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NOTES 
 
1)  Doubling of  "who, anyone" gives it the general and all-inclusive meaning 

"everybody".  It is normally followed by  which in this case cannot be translated. 
 
2)  "want, would like" is normally followed by VP: 

"He wants to go to a movie." should not be confused with    "like to":  
 
       "He likes to go to movies." 
 
3)    "very" is an intensifier when it occurs after stative verbs like  "pretty", etc. 
 
4)    "to be enjoyable, to be fun" may have inanimate NP or VP as Subject: 
 
      "Is it fun being a soldier?" 
 
        "Did you enjoy the movie?" 
 
5)  The construction   (NP)  VP  "Why...(how is it that....)" 
 
     "Why (how is it that...) does he 
 

   ?  want to be stationed in Laos?" 
 
6)  "interesting" functions like a stative verb, but it is a compound made up 

of  + VP "to be able" or "ing" + "to be interested in".   may occur 

before other verbs with a similar function:  "looks good to eat". 

 "looks nice to live in", etc. 
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APPLICATION 
 

1.  Complete the following sentences using the English as a guide: 
 
  (a)            
    (Everybody already knows that.) 
 

  (b)       ? 
    (Is studying a language fun?) 
 

  (c)        ? 
    (Is you car new?) 
 

  (d) ___________? 
    (Is Lao food delicious?) 
 

  (e) _____________? 
    (Is she very short in height?) 
 

  (f)  ____________ 
    (I don't want to be sick.) 
 

  (g) _________ 
    (I don't like skinny horses.) 
 

  (h) ____________________   
    (City folks like to make pleasure trips to the countryside.) 
 

  (i)  __________________ ? 
    (How do you happen to be studying Lao?) 
 

  (j)  _____________________ 
    (Flying (going by plane) is a lot of fun.) 
 

  (k)  __________  
    (Nobody likes to drive a car.) 
 

  (l)  ____________________ 
    (That book isn't very interesting.) 
 
 
 
____________________________ 
 

Answers: 1 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
(f) (g) (h) (i) 
(j) (k) (l)  
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